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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Collective bargaining is a growing fact of life in
public education.

In

i

960 only the state of Wisconsin had a

collective bargaining statute covering public schools.

By

early 1970, a total of nineteen states had enacted such
statutes.

Since collective bargaining is a process that can

be used by any employer and his employees, written negotia-

tion agreements are common in public school systems even in
those states not having negotiation statutes.

Only five

states--Alabama, Georgia, Hawaii, Louisiana, and Missis-

sippi-failed to report any school systems having written
negotiation agreements in the National Education Association’s 1969-70 survey involving 6,182 responding school systems.

1

Since that time, Hawaii has implemented a statute on

collective bargaining in public employment which actually
authorizes strikes for employees in recognized bargaining
units that do not have a process of binding arbitration for

settling disputes.

In the 1969-70 survey, 3> 2 94 systems or

53. 2 percent of those responding indicated that they had

written negotiation agreements; this compares with 1,531
districts from approximately the same survey sample having
ln

1969-70 Survey of Written Negotiation Agreements,"
Negotiation Research Digest Vol. 3, No. 10 (1970), p. 28.
.

2

such agreements in 1966-67.

The profession of education has

reached a time in history when debate on whether or not public school systems should engage in collective bargaining is

meaningless.

Rather the question is one of determining how

the process can be used in the most constructive manner to

improve schooling.

Purpose of the study

School committee members, their superintendents, and
teacher organizations have a common interest in improving
school programs.

Improvement of programs requires action on

change, either promoting changes that are perceived as ways
to provide better service to students and communities or op-

posing changes that are perceived as detrimental to the best
interests of students and communities.

The present study is

designed to establish guidelines for negotiating teams interested in facilitating improvement in educational programs
through use of collective bargaining.

The investigator uses

three major sources of data to generate information on aspects of collective bargaining that can be used to initiate

appropriate changes in school programs.

Finally, a summary

of the major guidelines developed is presented for use by

school committee representatives and teacher organizations.

Within the context of the purpose of the study, two
definitions are presented for the reader.

First collective

bargaining is viewed as a problem-solving process which

3

teacher organizations and school committees can utilize to
pursue improvements in educational programs.

Second, im-

provements in educational programs are viewed primarily as
those changes that lead to more effective or more efficient

accomplishment of locally accepted educational objectives.

Significance of the study
There are four main reasons for emphasizing the problem of defining guidelines for those who wish to use collective bargaining as a tool for improving school programs.

The first of these reasons is that no matter what area of
school operations a person is trying to improve, he is quite

likely to encounter the influence of collective bargaining.

The economic impact of collective bargaining, for example, is well documented in an in-depth study of twelve

Michigan school districts.
1.

2

This study concludes that:

Bargaining produced pay raises averaging ten to twenty
percent higher than teachers would otherwise have received.

2.

Bargaining tended to make salary rates more uniform
among the districts studied.

3.

Salary raises helped to force budgets higher but, in the

2

Charles M. Rehmus and Evan Wilner, The Econom ic
Michigan s First Two Years
Results o£ Teacher Ba rgaining:
and Industrial Relations
Labor
of
Report from the Institute
State University
Wayne
and
Michigan
at the University of
28-32.
May,
pp.
1968),
ED
(ERIC Document
025 026,
'
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first two years, did not take an appreciably larger
share of those budgets.

The percentage of total oper-

ating budgets devoted to instructional costs remained
at 75 percent after bargaining was implemented.
4*

In the first bargaining year, 1966 - 67

,

higher teacher

salaries were largely paid for by minor economies and

from new revenues.

However, far less acceptable sources

began to be used in 1967 - 68

:

liquidation of surpluses,

substantial program cutbacks, and transfer of millage
from building and site reserves to operations.

Three of

the districts turned to deficit financing after the sec-

ond year of bargaining!
Also, evidence exists to show that collective bargaining is affecting most aspects of public school operation be-

yond the areas of basic salary and capital reserves.

example Table

1

For

displays a sample listing extracted from 129

comprehensive teacher agreements from the state of Massachusetts in 1968 - 69 .^

The samples are grouped under policy
This partial list of

categories established for this study.

negotiation agreement provisions shows that there are

f evr

aspects of school operation that have not been addressed in
one negotiation contract or another.

This does not mean that

everything is necessarily negotiable; defining management
rights can be a very useful topic in the negotiation process.
3 "What

Are Teachers Negotiating?"

Negotiatio n Re-

search Dige st. Vol. 3, No. 6 (1970), pp. 16-24.

5

TABLE

1.

--Sample Areas Covered in 129 Comprehensive Teacher
Agreements in Massachusetts in 1968-69

Budgeting and salaries
37 contained provisions on deviations from basic salary
schedules
91 contained provisions on extra duty pay for special activities

31

contained provisions on financial and budgetary reports
being made available to the teacher organization

T e achin g load

agreements contained provisions on pupil-teacher ratio
and class size
29 contained provisions on planning periods for elementary
teachers
32 contained provisions on use of teacher aides for extraneous duties

Structure for deci s ion maki ng
70 agreements contained provisions on procedure for teacher
evaluation
14 contained provisions on general or professional study
committees
80 contained provisions on position vacancies, usually requiring that notice of vacancies be posted
Fringe benefits
62 agreements contained provisions on group health insurance
83 contained provisions on sabbatical leave
87 contained provisions on personal business leave

Other wo r king condition s
81 agreements contained provisions on qualifications for
professional growth
64 contained provisions on hours of service before and after
regular class periods
55 contained provisions on teacher facilities such as lounge
areas

Negotiation procedures
70 contained provisions on advisory arbitration or fact
finding in the event of impasse in collective bargaining
123 contained provisions on a grievance procedure to be used
under the agreement

6

However, considering the reality of the tendency of one
em-

ployee organization to copy or propose gains achieved by

another organization, collective bargaining has the potential for affecting nearly every phase of the operation of

any one school district.

Those educational leaders who recognize and use the
potential comprehensiveness of collective bargaining have an

opportunity to implement a truly coordinated or systems approach to improvement of school programs.

Those who fail to

recognize and use this potential, who react to collective

bargaining as a series of piecemeal debates and compromises
between employees and employers, are most likely to end up

presiding over school operations that are disjointed and ineff icient .

The second reason that the present study is significant has already been implied-— the potential relationship

between collective bargaining and the changes often associated with improvement in educational programs.

Collective

bargaining can encourage change as in the case of a negotiated salary schedule specifically designed to reward teachers
who plan and implement new programs that prove more effective
or efficient than old programs.

It can allow change as in

the case of a negotiated agreement giving individual teachers
or teams the right to deviate from standard negotiated staffing ratios whenever they design a staffing experiment that is

approved by the appropriate school committee.

Or collective

7

bargaining can simply prevent change as in the case of a

negotiated provision that requires adherence to some stated
staffing ratio.

In short, negotiated contract provisions

can be used to facilitate or to obstruct change in education.

It is therefore very important for persons who wish

to improve educational programs to establish and use negoti-

ating guidelines in a way that promotes or prevents changes
that are respectively viewed as aids or hinderances to what-

ever improvements are desired.

The third major reason for the significance of this
study is that the definition of guidelines relating negotiation proposals to improvement of educational programs should

help educators and others to perceive and then use collective bargaining as a constructive process.

Many educational

leaders who participate in the negotiation process view it

with some degree of disfavor.

For example, here are some

selected conclusions on bargaining from Dr. Bernard

E.

Donovan as he reminisced about his service as superintendent
of schools in the City of New York:

There is no noticeable improvement in the quality of
instruction. The pupils are the "forgotten men" at the
Lightened workloads seem not
bargaining table.
to be accompanied by observable improvement in pupil
Contract provisions tend to stifle
achievement.
innovation except as it is approved by the negotiating
Most approved innovation is that which gives less
unit.
work to teachers.
.

.

.

.

.

.

^Bernard E. Donovan, "Effects of Negotiations on
Selected School Districts," The Educational Informer
Vol Ill, No. 2 (1970), pp. 3-4.
,

.
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Others see the possibility of a longe-range change in
the

quality of bargaining:

.

In the short run, it does not appear likely that reason
will soon predominate as the basis for the decisionmaking process under collective bargaining in local
school districts.
It is far more probable that countervailing political power or the economic power of
teachers will be the arbiters of the conflict. In the
long run, however, it is possible that collective
bargaining will lead to the rationalization and depoliticalization of the decision-making process,
particularly if adequate procedures can be devised as
a substitute for the strike.

Still others describe a highly positive view in which the
participants use negotiation to work together on solving
problems and reaching objectives.

One of the best examples

of this last point of view is provided by Professor Richard

Wynn when he defines collective bargaining as a process of
"collective gaining.

The present study is conducted within

the context of Professor Wynn’s perspective.

It assumes

that both teachers and management representatives, the latter being those who represent the school committee in nego-

tiations, have the desire and the skill to work together in

planning and implementing improvements in educational programs; it assumes that mutual use of collective bargaining
as a problem-solving process is both possible and rewarding.

^Charles R. Perry and Wesley A. Wildman, The Impact
The Evidence from the
of Negotiations in Public Education:
Charles A. Jones Publishing
Schools (Worthington, Ohio:
Company, 1970), pp. 221-222.

^Richard Wynn, "Collective

Kappan

.

LI, No.

8

(1970), p. 4l6.

gaining," Phi Delta
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A statement of caution about collective
bargaining in

education is appropriate at this point.

Contrary to the

opinions of some educators who view collective bargaining
with teachers as unique because the teachers are members
of
a "profession," there is little or no evidence to
indicate

that teachers are immune to the same human needs and reactions that have accompanied unionism in private industry.

One such basic reaction is the tendency to treat others as
they treat you.

In education as in industry, the success of

the problem-solving approach at keeping an organization open
to progressive change depends upon the sincerity with which

the approach is embraced by both parties to the bargaining

process.

Lieberman and Moskow state this point well in the

following paragraph:
It should also be noted that the problem-solving
approach cannot succeed in the long run if only one side
follows it. A teacher organization which sacrifices
temporary advantage for long-term benefits will find it
increasingly difficult to follow this policy if the
school administration does not do so also. The reverse
is also true.
As an abstract matter, it is desirable
for everyone to act in the long-range interests of better education. As a practical matter, it is hopeless to
expect any group to do so consistently if its willingness to forgo temporary advantages is not reciprocated
by others.?

The fourth and final point of significance for the

present study is that the negotiation guidelines developed
will provide a conceptual framework with a degree of validity
7

Myron Lieberman and Michael H. Moskow, Colle c tive
Negotiations for Teachers (Chicago: Rand McNally & Company,
1966), p.10.
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that can be tested by future researchers.

As guidelines are

applied by various districts, results can
be observed and
used to endorse, reject, or qualify specific
suggestions for
negotiating teams. In other words, the guidelines
from this
study can provide the basis for development
of improved ne-

gotiation guidelines in the future.
of school programs,

Like all other aspects

the collective bargaining process itself

should be subject to constant improvement.

Approach to the study
In order to develop guidelines for negotiators, this

study utilizes three major sources of data:
1

•

A neview of commonly negotiated contract provisions in

Massachusetts school districts, a data source selected
because it helps to describe current practice in contract construction in a designated part of the country.
2.

Questionnaire comments from superintendents and teacher
leaders on how negotiated contract provisions were per-

ceived as aids or hinderances to change in districts

attempting to improve educational programs, a data
source selected to gain information from demographic ally

different schools and school systems on the actual effects of common contract provisions.
3.

A review of literature on research and authoritative

comments about the topics covered in commonly negotiated

contract provisions, a data source selected to make use

11

of knowledge resulting from systematic
studies.

The initial review of actual contract provisions
led
to the definition of study categories that
seemed to be

quite inclusive and representative of subject groupings
in

many negotiated contracts.

These categories were then used

for both the questionnaire format and main chapter
headings
(

cnapters III through VIII) of the study, thus providing re-

spondents and readers of the study with a manageable context
as shown in the following outline for the present
investiga-

tion:

Budgeting and salaries, Chapter III

*

Teaching load, Chapter IV

Structure for decision making, Chapter V
Fringe benefits, Chapter VI

Other working conditions, Chapter VII

Negotiation procedures, Chapter VIII
Chapter II describes the methodology of the study.
Chapter IX presents a summary of the entire study.

In the

main chapters, III through VIII, the three data sources are

reviewed and suggestions or guidelines are constructed from
the data for specific areas that can be addressed in the

collective bargaining process.

The specific areas included

in each main chapter are those that seem to be especially

important to change processes according to the data sources
or, where data sources are not extensive, according to ex-

perience or knowledge of trends gained by the author as a

12

practicing superintendent of schools.

Incidentally, while

the author’s school district happened to be one of the dis-

tricts selected for this study according to procedure de-

scribed in Chapter II, the questionnaire for this district
v;

as completed by an assistant superintendent to avoid intro-

ducing the author*

s

opinions and possible bias into a primary

data source.
Obviously, since ques tionnaire responses were gath-

ered from both superintendents and teacher leaders, it is

possible to identify interesting and possibly important differences between the perspectives of these two groups.

Such

comparisons are not one of the main purposes of this study
so they are not emphasized.

However, from time to time,

mention is made about differences in perspectives of respondent groups when the differences are so pronounced that
they influence the content of guidelines to a significant

degree

The study concentrates on using primary data sources
to infer guidelines or suggestions for negotiators inter-

ested in facilitating improvements or worthwhile innovations
in educational programs.

The guidelines are to be used by

members of teacher organizations and school committee repre-

sentatives to design forward-looking negotiation proposals,

proposals made more specific and salient by planned inclusion
of aspirations and judgments on available resources from local groups interested in educational improvement.

13

CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY

There are four major steps to this study:

(1)

re-

view of contract proposals negotiated in Massachusetts,

(2)

collection of data from teacher and management leaders,

(3)

review of pertinent literature, and

(4)

development of con-

tract proposals for supporting change in educational programs.

Two general statements should be kept in mind as

these steps are explained.

First, the study does not in-

clude any special attempt to formulate new definitions for
use in educational programs or innovation.

Where defini-

tions seem necessary for the sake of clarity, they are

offered in the appropriate section of the text of the dissertation.

Second, while an attempt is made to document a

logical relationship between the substance of selected

bargaining proposals and apparent characteristics of certain
changes or innovations in education, this need not be taken
as an endorsement of the changes.

Such endorsement is a

matter to be decided in each local school district.

Review of contract prop osals
negotiated in Massachusetts
As a matter of practicality for one researcher, only

contracts negotiated in the state of Massachusetts were

14

studied to gather the initial data for this study.

With

the permission of William H. Hebert, executive
secretary of
the Massachusetts Teachers Association, the
author reviewed
a collection of over 240 negotiated agreements
on file in

Boston, Massachusetts, in the summer of 1970.

Miss Rose

Claffey, executive secretary of the Massachusetts
Federation
of Teachers,

tracts.

provided the author with additional sample con-

From the analysis of these contracts, the following

major categories of contract provisions were established for
the study:
1.

Budgeting and salaries,

2.

Teaching load,

3.

Structure for decision making,

4.

Fringe benefits,

5.

Other working conditions, and

6.

Negotiation procedures.

Later in the study, notes from this initial review of contracts were used along with an analysis of contracts from a

sample population to construct examples of the general content of commonly negotiated provisions under each of the

study categories.

Collection of data from teacher
and management leaders
Perceptions of teacher and management leaders have
an important influence on the bargaining process.

This is

15

true because these leaders are close enough to the process

and its results for their perceptions to be respected by
others.

With this same respect, a decision was made to use

a ques tionnaire to ask some of these leaders to express

their observations about the relationships between collective bargaining and change or innovation in their individual

school districts.

The decision to use a questionnaire rather than an

interviewing technique was based upon the facts that

(l)

this permitted wider coverage than could be gained by one

man interviewing, (2) effective use of an interviewing technique is at least as complex if not more complex than using
a ques tionnaire,

(3)

while answers to ques tionnaires

corne

from a particular kind of person--the kind that is willing
to answer a questionnaire,

this bias is no more serious than

that introduced by personal reactions to an interviewer, and
(4)

the lower response level anticipated from a question-

naire was not perceived as a significant weakness in a
survey that did not pretend to aspire to the development of
a body of scientific lav/s.

These points and others covered

in a paper by Gerald Lunney^ on the construction of question-

naires guided the author in seeking data from teacher and

management leaders.

1

Gerald H. Lunney, "The Construction of Questionnaires for Surveys in Education" (mimeographed research
paper, University of Massachusetts, undated).
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Selection of a sample population

.

— The

Bureau of

Curriculum Innovation of the Massachusetts Department of

Education utilizes a staff of fourteen regional consultants
to identify and report promising educational innovations in

the state of Massachusetts.
the summer of 1970,

Between the fall of 1969 and

the Bureau reported on promising prac-

tices from 103 different local educational agencies in its

Kaleidoscope publications.

o

In order to ensure response

from persons involved in educational innovation as well as
in collective bargaining,

the superintendents of schools and

the teacher organization presidents in these 103 public

school districts were designated as the target population
for a questionnaire about the relationships perceived be-

tween innovation and collective bargaining in education.
All of the 103 districts were included rather than a sam-

pling because the use of the relatively comprehensive ques-

tionnaire that was anticipated might otherwise have resulted
in too few responses.

Construction of a questionnaire .--Const rue ting a
ques tionnaire is similar to constructing a test; the main
2

Patricia R. Allen, ed. Kaleidoscope 1 Commonwealth
Department of Education, Fall, 1969
(

,

of Massachusetts:

)

Phyllis A. MacAdam and Elisabeth Fuller, ed.
Kaleidoscope 2 (Commonwealth of Massachusetts: Department
of Education, Spring, 1970).

Patricia R. Allen and Helen Powell, ed., Kaleidoscope
Department of Education,
3 (Commonwealth of Massachusetts:
Summer, 1970).
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goal is to be sure that the proper questions
are asked.

In

addition, simplicity of the response pattern
helps to encourage greater response; this is the reason that
many questionnaires offer respondents a simple checklist
format.
In
this study, a checklist format alone would not
have been ad-

equate to gather the desired data.

Simply giving respond-

ents an opportunity to indicate whether a particular
con-

tract provision aided and/or hindered change attempts in

their school districts would not have gained the explanations necessary to make such information useful.

Thus, with

full recognition of the fact that a questionnaire seeking a

relatively high level of effort from respondents would decrease the percentage of response, the author deliberately

constructed a questionnaire that encouraged written explanations of expressed perspectives.

In this study, the reasons

for responses are more important than the number of re-

sponses.

Perhaps it might also be assumed that responses

based upon stated reasons are considered more carefully by
some respondents than a checklist that can be completed

quite hurriedly?

The data that could be gained from superintendents
was judged particularly important because the superintend-

ents often serve the dual role of representing the school

committee to teachers and vice versa.

Collective bargaining

has not eliminated this dual role because most school com-

mittees still expect the superintendent to serve as their

18

chief educational advisor

Thus a superintendent is often

.

in a position to be somewhat sympathetic to both parties
to

the collective bargaining process, particularly if he does

not actually represent the school committee at the bargaining table.

On the other hand, there are cases in which

individual superintendents express more resentment than

sympathy toward teachers engaged in collective bargaining.

Reasons for such resentment can include (l) frustration

arising from the time demands of collective bargaining,
emotions generated at the bargaining table,

(

3

)

(2)

the reality

of being caught between teacher demands and school committee

or public resistance to rising costs, and (4) a real or

imagined loss of leadership status.
could bias a superintendent

'

s

Since such resentment

perspective on the effects of

collective bargaining, it seemed desirable to include
teacher leaders in the ques tionnaire audience along with
superintendents.

The reason for inclusion of teacher

leaders is stated here to emphasize the fact that such

inclusion does not represent an attempt to provide a study

designed to compare teacher perspectives with management
perspectives.

Because the same ques tionnaire was sent to

both sets of leaders, such a comparison became possible in
some instances.

However the questionnaire was designed to

facilitate the logical support of suggestions for collective

bargaining and not to facilitate comparisons between superintendents

1

perspectives and teachers' perspectives.

19

An initial ques tionnaire format was
evaluated in

detail by superintendents in several
Massachusetts school
districts (Agawam, Frontier Regional/Union
#38, Gardner,
Greenfield, Southwick, Westfield, and West
Springfield), by
two teacher association members in. the
Amherst school dis-

trict, by professors on the author's advisory
committee, and
by a group of doctoral candidates in the School
of Education
at the University of Massachusetts,

Based upon suggestions

from this evaluation the following changes were
implemented:
(l)

rewording to clarify examples under some provision or

policy categories,

(2)

lengthening of the ques tionnaire to

provide much more writing space---this being a unanimous sug-

gestion emphasized most by the superintendent evaluators,
(

3

)

revision to allow mailing of teacher and superintendent

questionnaires separately rather than sending both through
superintendents of schools.

The final ques tionnaire

,

with

spacing reduced to fit within the margins of this dissertation,

is

displayed in Appendix

I.

Copies mimeographed on

red paper were sent to superintendents

,

and copies mimeo-

graphed on green paper were sent to teacher leaders in the
sample population

0

Distribution and return of questionnaires --Address es
.

of superintendents were obtained from a directory maintained
by the Massachusetts Department of Education.

Executive

secretaries of the Massachusetts Federation of Teachers and
the Massachusetts Teachers Association supplied mailing
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addresses for the teacher organization leaders
in the sample
population. Since Robert A. Watson, director of
the Bureau
of Curriculum Innovation in the State
Department of Education, had endorsed the study;

this fact was stated in the

cover letters used to forward the ques tionaires on
August
31,

1970.

The initial mailing date was selected to reach

superintendents just after their summer rush to fill lastminute vacancies and just before the onslaught of emergencies associated with opening a new school year.

Hopefully

it also placed the questionnaires in the hands of most

teacher leaders before time pressures began to mount in bar-

gaining sessions related to the 1971 budget year.

The ini-

tial cover letters and two associated sets of bargaining

suggestions supplied in advance appreciation for cooperation
with the study are displayed in Appendixes II, III, IV,

arid

V.

On September 14, 1970, follow-up postcards were sent
to all members of the sample population from whom completed

questionnaires had not been received.

Samples of these

postcards are displayed in Appendix VI.

On October

7,

1970,

final follow-up letters and post-

cards were mailed to all superintendents and teacher leaders
who had not yet sent back completed ques tionnaires

.

These

final communications are shown in Appendixes VII and VIII.

After this final mailing, ten teacher organization presidents and six superintendents took the time to indicate that
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they would not be able to complete the ques tionnaire
for one

reason or another.
time

— particularly

The reasons ranged from a simple lack of

understandable in the case of teacher

leaders with full-time teaching schedules

— to

sickness to a

lack of adequate experience with collective bargaining in a

particular district.

Earlier in the study process, several

respondents had sent back blank questionnaires with the comment that they were not able to make the judgments being

requested because they had not been in their current positions long enough.

Turnover in superintendent and teacher

leader positions is a reality that might affect the quality
of bargaining in a district as well as the ability of dis-

trict representatives to answer questions on local bargaining;

it is a topic worthy of separate analysis but well

beyond the scope of the data gathered for this study.

Without counting those respondents who indicated that
they could not complete the ques tionnaire (actually a per-

fectly honest response by itself), 91 of the 206 members of
the sample population returned completed questionnaires-this is a response level of 44.2 percent.

Completed ques-

tionnaires were received from at least one respondent in 71
In the teacher group,

of the 103 school districts contacted.

32 of 103 or 31*1 percent of the potential respondents re-

turned completed ques tionnaires
group,

.

In the superintendent

59 of 103 or 57.3 percent of the potential respond-

ents returned completed ques tionnaires

.

"In practice, a
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60 percent response to a mail questionnaire is a fairly good

accomplishment."^

After surveying fourteen publications on

the topic, Lunney concluded that the return "should be be-

tween forty and ninety percent of the total group sampled."^
Thus, in this study, it seems fair to conclude that the in-

formation provided by superintendents represents a reasonably valid summary from the sample population while the in-

formation provided by teachers might be more biased in view
of the higher percentage of non-respondents in the teacher

group.

An exact listing of the responding school districts

is provided in

Apoendix IX.

Analysi s of data from Questionnaires

.

Data from

questionnaires are displayed throughout subsequent chapters
in the dissertation.

In order to arrive at these displays,

each line of response on each completed questionnaire was

converted into coded categories on a data processing card.
This allowed the author to sort information rapidly according to any characteristics that seemed appropriate for a

particular display.
1.

Here are two examples of this approach:

Column 22 on each data processing card was used to
indicate the category of contract provisions into which
a particular response fit.

The number

1

represented the

^"Survey Research Methods," Encyclopedia of EducaI960, Third edition, p. 1448.
Research
ti onal
t

^Lunney, "The Construction of Questionnaires for
Surveys in Education." p. 9.
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budgeting and salaries category; the number
teaching load category; the number

3,

2,

the

the structure

for decision making category; the number
4, the fringe
«

benef its category; the number

5,

ditions category; and the number

procedures category.
22,

the other working con6,

the negotiation

By using an IBM sorter on column

it was possible to index rapidly all of the
data re-

lating to any one study category of contract provisions.

Since each card contained a code number for the school

district and questionnaire from which the response came,
the index created by sorting became a systematic refer-

ence list that made it unnecessary to search through all

questionnaires when addressing any one study category.
2.

Column 32 on each data processing card was used to indicate the type of effect perceived for a particular con-

tract provision.

The letter A represented an effect

perceived as aiding change; the letter H, an effect that

apparently hindered change; the letter T represented an
effect that was perceived as both aiding and hindering
change; and the letter 0 represented the absence of an

identified or perceived impact on change.

Other information on each data card included the grades covered by the responding school system, the size of the school

district, the type of teacher organization

(

NEA affiliate,

APT affiliate, or other), and a sub-category for the provision or policy (such as class size, merit salary, sick
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leave,

etc.).

This use of data processing techniques as an

indexical device provided a method of organizing a
large

amount of narrative data.

The organization of this data on

leader perceptions then became a second portion of information beyond the substance of common contract provisions
from

which substantive contract proposals were formulated.

Review of pert ine nt literature
The third and final information source for this study
was a review of literature on research and authoritative

comments about the topic of specific contract provisions
such as class size and teacher participation in decision

making.

Segments of this literature review are placed

throughout the text in relation to specific contract possibilities rather than being concentrated in one chapter.

Development of contract
proposals for s upporting
change in educational programs
A process of logical thought is used to develop the

substance of contract proposals which might prove useful in

supporting defensible change in local educational programs.
The reader must judge the quality of this logic for himself

after viewing whatever data is presented from the three
basic information sources~~common contract proposals, per-

ceptions of superintendents and teacher leaders, and pertinent literature.

One bit of advice does apply here.

That

25
is,

although the desirability of a possible change must

also be judged by the reader, there are cases in which
the

review of pertinent literature offers very specific guidance
in this area.

Ihis is the result of excellent research bv

others whose efforts make this study possible.

It seems im-

portant to express the hope here that future researchers
VJ

ill take the time to measure the outcome of any attempts to

use some of the suggestions defined in this dissertation.

Until then, the suggestions can stand only as positions
taken on the basis of logical analysis of organized information.
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CHAPTER III

BUDGETING AND SALARIES
A school district budget is a major summary of much

of the planning that occurs in a district.

Teacher salaries

constitute the largest single account in most school budgets.
In view of these facts, the process of budgeting and the

salary provisions of a budget deserve major attention from
anyone who is trying to influence the quality of education
through collective bargaining.

Respondents to the question-

naire used in this study commented on the importance of the

following areas:

basic teacher salary, ratio salaries for

teachers, salary recognition for advanced training, merit

salaries, differentiated salaries, extra duty pay, salaries

for administrators, research and development funds, program

budgeting, and general budgeting procedures.

Basic teacher salary
Analysis of contracts shows that the most common form
for a basic teacher salary schedule in Massachusetts is the

so-called single salary schedule that rewards all teachers
on the basis of (1) their level of training and (2) their

years of teaching experience up to some maximum.

In many

cases, training levels are simply specified as college

degrees--bachelor

1

s

degree, master's degree, certificate of
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advanced graduate study, etc.

In other cases, sub-

categories are included as some number of graduate
credits
earned prior to the next degree level.

Table

2

shows how twenty superintendents perceived

the impact of their basic teacher salary schedule
on change

or improvement in education.

TABLE

2.

--Comments from Twenty Superintendents on The Impact
of Their Basic Teacher Salary Schedule
on Change in Education

Aided
6 comments
approximately one-third of twenty comments
offered indicated that the basic schedule aided change by
making a positive contribution to recruitment and retention
of teachers
,

H indered

13 comments, well over half of the total, indicated that the
basic schedule hindered change for one or more of the following reasons:
a.
failed to provide incentives and rewards for superior
performance,
b.
obstructed dif f erentiation of staff roles,
c.
did not allow sufficient flexibility for recruiting and
retaining needed personnel, or
d.
caused dissatisfaction among experienced teachers with
the longest service in the district.

Bot h
1 comment indicated that the basic schedule both aided and
hindered change for reasons given above.

The superintendents

'

observation that a teacher

salary schedule can aid in recruitment and retention is

supported in a qualified way by research studies summarized
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by Miller and Newbury.

1

The studies indicate that:

higher percentage of beginning teachers leave districts with lower salary schedules than leave
districts
with higner paying schedules (40 percent to
25 percent
one study)

A

m

2.

Salary is normally ranked high on a list of positive
motivators in attitude surveys; however it is by no
means always in first position.

3*

For

many teacners organizational factors such as the
identification with the objectives of a school district
become more important than salary for job satisfaction
particularly if the salary level is high enough to avoid
general dissatisfaction or financial insecurity.
,

A.

There is little evidence to document a direct relationship between teacher salary level and educational
productivity. One exception is Project Talent, a study
of over one-half million high school pupils by the
National Education Association. This study demonstrates
that pupil achievement, attending college, a.nd staying
in school were closely related to four factors--teacher
salaries, teacher experience, number of books in the
school library, and per pupil expenditures.
This strong
relationship held true even after as many as thirty
school and community characteristics were held constant
in statistical analyses.

Also, a summary of studies by Rogers

p

indicates that inno-

vators in public schools tend to have relatively high social
status in terms of amount of education, prestige ratings,
and income.

In short, money will not necessarily buy job

satisfaction but an adequate salary level can help to prevent one form of dissatisfaction from distracting or even
1

William C. Miller and David N. Newbury, Te ac her
Negotiations, A Guide for Bar g aini n g Tea ms (Hereinafter
referred to as Teacher Negotiat i ons
(West Nyack, New
York:
Parker Publishing Company, Inc., 1970), pp. 75-7 8.
.

)

2

Everett M. Rogers, "What Are Innovators Like?"
Change Proc e sses in the Public School s Eugene Oregon
University of Oregon Press, 1965 p. 58*
(

)

,
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repelling teachers in a particular school district.
Note that thirteen of the twenty superintendents
who

commented on basic salary schedules mentioned their
hindering influences.

For the most part, these educational man-

agers were complaining about the fact that single salary

schedules do not allow the possibility of recognizing dif-

ferences in teacher performance or teacher roles.

They are

really saying that, while experience and training make a

difference when all other things are equal, other things
like teacher ability or teacher role aspirations or even

organizational needs for certain teacher roles are not eoual
and that salary schedules should recognize this.

Also one

superintendent defined the fact that adjustments to single
salary schedules can cause resentment among experienced
teachers, particularly where the across-the-board technique
is

used for salary raises.

Across-the-board raises result

in much lower percentage gains in salary for more experi-

enced personnel; the potential resentment against such a
fact might not be conducive to a climate in which experi-

enced teachers will support attempts at innovation.
What about teacher leader reactions to single salary
schedules?

Refer to Table

3»

Teacher leaders tended to

perceive some of the same advantages and disadvantages in
single salary schedules as superintendents perceived.

The

teachers did tend to define more advantages and fewer dis-

advantages than the superintendents.

One difference seems
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particularly obvious.

Teachers emphasized the intellectual

stimulation encouraged by training
requirements in salary
schedules while none of the
superintendents mentioned this
factor.
TABLI

’'

3*

Comments from Fourteen Teacher
Leaders on The Im~
pact of Their Basic Salary Schedule
on
Change in Education

Aide d
e

a

Fr

ty

the fifteen comments offered, in°i
schedule
aided change for one or more
of the
oi
reasons:
Q.
eft; ® p ° sit i ve contribution to recruitment and retention
of teachers,
b.
stimulated, new ideas by encouraging
course work at
colleges
provided the security of known standards for
financial
progress,
d.
improved staff morale, or
e.
provided the focus for improved communication
between
teachers and the school committee (a possibility
even
without collective bargaining)

dicated

^at1 ?he
1
f^?
following

-

0

Hin dered
3 comments indicated that the basic schedule
hindered change
for one of two reasons:
a.
failed to provide incentives and rewards for superior
performance or
b.
obstructed dif f erentiation of staff roles.

Both
2 comments indicated that the basic schedule
both aided and
hindered change for reasons given above and, in one case of
perceived hinderance, because teachers with many years of
service resented being required to take graduate school
courses to move ahead on the salary schedule.

Several studies summarized in the

'E ncyclop e dia

of
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Educational Research

-

show that in~servi.ce programs, prima-

rily college courses and workshops, can affect both teacher

attitudes and in turn pupil performance.

Thus teacher en-

dorsement of the graduate work encouraged by most salary
schedules is probably justified.

Inference from current practice, superintendent and
teacher leader comments, and pertinent literature leads to
the following guidelines on basic teacher salary:
1.

Since a district's basic teacher salary schedule is a
factor in attracting and retaining teachers who can
build the quality of local programs, the basic schedule
should be kept competitive with schedules in other systems drawing on the same teacher supply sources. However, since high salary levels will not guarantee job
satisfaction, there is no clear justification for assuming that it is useful to raise a schedule above a level
that is reasonably competitive.

2.

Because in-service training programs such as college
courses and workshops can affect both teacher attitudes
and, in turn, pupil performance; the practice of recognizing training and experience components in basic teacher
salary schedules is sound. The two components work together in that rewarding teaching experience is an indirect way of offering more support to a teacher who has
probably had more in-service training, even if that training has been limited to what a teacher can learn from
annual evaluations and experiences with pupils.

3.

Comments from both superintendents and teacher leaders
logically indicate that a single salary schedule, standing alone, can prevent the differentiation of teacher
roles and the rewarding of superior performance. Thus,
modifications or alternatives to the single salary schedule should be introduced if district leaders wish to reward superior performance or to allow differentiation
More specific recommendations on alterof teacher roles.
later in this chapter.
included
natives are

-^Clifford P. Archer, "In-service Education," Encyclopp. 707-708.
pe di a of Educational Research 3rd ed.
.

,
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4.

The flat, across-the-board, approach to raises in a single salary schedule should be tempered occasionally by
adjustments that help to avoid distortion of whatever
financial relationships are desired between beginning
teachers and more experienced teachers. Otherwise resentment can be unintentionally generated among a district's most experienced teachers, a group that can
have a strong impact on staff attitude toward progressive change. Additional comments on this matter are
provided under the next section on ratio salaries for
teachers

Ratio salaries for teac hers
Some school districts in Massachusetts utilize a
ratio or index salary schedule for teachers.

This type of

schedule commonly expresses each level of training and ex-

perience as a percentage of some base figure, usually the
figure for a teacher with a bachelor's degree and no previous teaching experience.

Three of the seventy-one dis-

tricts responding to this study reported the use of a ratio

schedule.

Two degree columns from one such schedule are ex-

hibited in Table

4.

The one superintendent and two teacher

leaders who commented on this index approach felt that it

contributed to the attraction and retention of good teachers.

On the other hand, it is not surprising that the use

of

ratio schedule is not widespread in Massachusetts.

a

Historically ratio schedules were created primarily
to establish protection against the schedule compacting that

can be caused by across-the-board raises.

Also

the;y

were

supposed to save time and make it unnecessary to spend many
hours designing new schedules v:hen something like a new
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TABLE 4. --Sample Columns from An Index Salary Schedule in
One Massachusetts School District

Bachelor
Index

Step

1

1.00

2

1.04
1.08
1.15

3

4

1.21
1.26
1.31
1.36
1.41
1.46
1.50

5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13

1.54

‘

s

Degree
Amount

Master
Index

$6900
7176
7452
7935
8349
8694
9039
9384
9729
10074
10350
10626

1.10
1.15
1.20
1.25
1.30
1.35
1.40
1.45
1.50
1.55
1.60
1.65
1.70
1.75
1.80

14
15

1

s

Degree
Amount

$7590
7935
8280
8625
8970
9315
9660
10005
10350
10695
11040
11385
11730
12075
12420

state minimum salary for teachers wa s adopted; some new base

could be adopted on the local level and the remainder of the
schedule would follow automatically.

With the advent of col

lective bargaining, a more flexible protection against schedule compacting has come into being-~the bargaining process
itself.

There is little evidence to support any contention

that either teacher organizations or school committees re-

main satisfied for any great length of time with a particular ratio

or index system.

Thus,

it is the author's opinion

that a district is probably more capable of adjusting to

changing needs

a,nd

resources without the additional rigidity

of an index that adds to all of the problems of inflexibility

already cited for a basic teacher salary schedule.
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Sal ary recognition for
advanced training
As already pointed out,
most teacher salary schedules

provide credit for different levels
of training.
teacher with a master's degree
and three

That is, a

years of teaching

experience is ordinarily paid a
higher salary than a teacher
with a bachelor's degree and three
years of teaching experience.
Certificates of advanced graduate
study or a master's
degree plus thirty graduate credits
have been recognized in
many districts. Some districts
have included a doctoral
degree column in their schedule for
teachers.
Others have
subdivided their entire schedule into a
series of columns
that recognize segments of professional
growth completed on
the path toward a formal degree or
advanced certificate; for
example, the sequence of columns in one
schedule might exist
as follows:

bachelor's degree, bachelor's degree plus fif-

teen graduate level credits, master's degree,
master's

degree plus fifteen graduate level credits, master's
degree
plus thirty graduate credits, master's degree
plus forty-

five graduate credits, master's degree plus sixty
graduate
credits, and doctor's degree.

Finally, some systems have

both recognized various training levels and reimbursed

teachers lor tuition expenses incurred in reaching those
levels.

Policies providing for tuition reimbursement often

have set limits on the amount of reimbursement and have

usually stipulated that reimbursement will occur only if the
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superintendent of schools has approved
the courses in
advance of their being taken.

Seven superintendents and ten teacher
leaders commented on salary recognition for advanced
training

in this

study.

In every case, they indicated that
such salary rec-

ognition aided the change potential in
their district.
The
reason given for this observation was that
salary recognition for advanced training encourages
or allows
source of

stimulation for improvement in education.

This reason is

supported by research citations listed earlier
in this
chapter.
The exact details of the ways that districts
offer

financial support for advanced training are many and
varied.

Different approaches reported by respondents in this study
include the following:
1 .

Allowing in-service credits earned in workshops sconsored by the school district to count for placement in
salary schedule columns between the forma]/ degree columns, for example in a bachelor's degree plus fifteen
credits column. This allows a district to identify
system-wide training needs and to encourage a large
number of its teachers to work together on fulfilling
these needs.

2.

Allowing up to four professional increments of $100 each
for completion of approved professional study or its
equivalent in approved travel activities. This gives
formal recognition to the fact that useful learning can
occur for teachers in activities other than formal'
courses or workshops.

3.

Granting tenured teachers at step six and above eligibility for full tuition reimbursement for approved
courses and a payment of $50 per credit hour for up to
six approved credits per year; the latter to be paid in
two installments, one on completion of a course and one
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a year later.

This procedure encourages professional
growth among the group of teachers most apt to remain
in the district.

4.

Granting higher schedule placement for
master's degree in a so-called subject
history, etc.) than for a teacher with
in education.
This represents a value
of subject matter specialization.

5.

Granting reimbursement of graduate course tuition up to
*300 per year for courses approved in advance by the
superintendent. Other examples of direct tuition reimbursement included partial reimbursement, from one half
to two thirds of the tuition for a graduate course.

a teacher with a
field (science,
a master's degree
judgment in favor

>

Both comments from study respondents and research
citations support the contention that professional training
programs such as college courses and workshops can have a

positive impact on teacher attitudes and subsequent pupil
performance.

Considering this fact and the characteristics

of common practices in the area of offering financial sup-

port for advanced training, these recommendations are presented:
1.

It is desirable for a school district to offer some
form of salary and/or tuition encouragement for advanced
training of teachers.

2

Granting tuition reimbursement and granting salary
schedule credit for advanced training are different ways
If both ways are
of encouraging the same activity.
basis of conscious
the
be
done
on
should
utilized, it
is bound to be
which
acceptance of a duplex approach
more complex and more costly than simple salary recognition for various degree or professional growth levels.

.

3.

Local conditions can make the attractiveness of the tuition reimbursement approach vary greatly from one area
For example, tuition reimbursements are not
to another.
as economically attractive in a community where most
teachers engage in graduate school study in a state institution with relatively low tuition rates; they are
much more attractive and perhaps even necessary where
l
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most teachers must enroll in private institutions of
higher learning with relatively higher tuition rates.
4.

When a system of tuition reimbursements is utilized indiscriminately, a district might be financing advanced
training for many teachers who will not be able to use
some of the training in their classrooms or who will not
remain in the district. Perhaps teachers should be required to refund tuition reimbursements if they resign
from a district within two years of the time that they
receive such reimbursement. At the very least, reimbursements might be limited to tenured staff members
who have had their study programs approved in advance.

5.

Regular district sponsorship of in-service programs
coupled with recognition of credits from such programs
for salary placement might be an effective supplement
or even substitute for tuition reimbursement in many
instances. This possibility is particularly worthy of
exploration when district leaders wish to encourage
specific improvements on a building-wide or system-wide
basis; a program attended by a significant number of
local teachers provides more common ground for cooperative effort than having each teacher pursue completely
separate training programs.

6.

Financial support for advanced training can accomplish
more if it can be related to a broad range of professional growth activities, not just to formal college
courses. For example, Rogers has cited studies indicating that innovators in education and other career
groups tend to travel widely and to gain ideas from
outside their local areas,
This is recognized in those
districts where advanced training credit is granted for
approved travel activities.
'

Mer i t salar ies
The National Education Association has reported that

only eighty-five or

7

percent of the 1,221 teacher salary

schedules it analyzed in 1969-70 indicated additional com-

pensation for superior teachers.^

In this study, comments

^Rogers, "What are Innovators Like?"

pp.

58-59.

^Merit Pro vis ions in Teachers Salary Schedules
National
19 69-7 0 Research Memo 1970-7 (Washington, D.C.:
Education Association, April, 1970), p, 1*
1

,

.
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on merit policies were received from seventeen separate

districts or 23.9 percent of the seventy-one responding districts.

Thus, the districts in Massachusetts with programs

described as innovative in State Department of Education
publications exhibit a high incidence of merit salary programs.
is,

One of these programs was negative in nature; that

it was based on the withholding of salary increments

rather than on the granting of special merit awards

.

How-

ever each of the remaining sixteen programs involved the

potential for granting specific dollar awards for outstanding service through one of three methods:

extra salary in-

crements within the basic schedule, increments or so-called

super-maximums beyond a basic schedule, or an additional
career or merit column parallel to the columns of the basic
teacher schedule.

A typical merit policy read as follows:

The local school committee has the right to grant an
unscheduled merit increment of up to $500 to any teacher.
Requests for such action may be initiated by either
teachers or administrators. No action will be taken
by the school committee until they receive the recommendations of the administrators responsible for evaluating teachers

In the same district, the policy for use of a career column

parallel to the basic schedule read as follows:
The career salary schedule will be used for teachers
with an earned doctoral degree in an appropriate career
field and/or also may be used at the discretion of the
school committee for the retention of teachers on tenure
with a master's degree or beyond. Also, a tenure
teacher may apply for placement on the career scale if
and
that teacher has a minimum of a master's degreethe
experience;
teaching
full-time
of
eight years
teacher will then be evaluated by his immediate supervisor, his principal, and the superintendent if each
of these administrators so recommends, the appropriate
;

)
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school committee may grant
career placement to the
applying teacher.
In another case, a respondent
reported with pride that

approximately 90 percent of the eligible
tenured staff members who had applied for a
merit increment had received
such
an a Mrd
In other lns tances, there was
some indication
that very few staff members dared
to apply for merit placement.
Comments from respondents are summarized
in Table 5.
'

'

TAHLE 5 .— Comments from
Superintendents and Teacher Leaders
aerS
on Impact of Merit Salaries on Change
in
Education

Aided
9 comments, a strong majority of the ten
comments offered bv
eight, superintendents, indicated
that their merit salary
programs aided change by providing
incentives and rewards
SU eri0r P err ° rmance or, in the one
case of an increment
f°rww ?a
emphasizln S teacher accountability'
for
_

perforlancef^’

^

comments, a majority of the nine comments
offered by sepaeader
indicated that their merit salary oroi
S’
grams aided change
by providing incentives and rewards, by
uilding positive teacher attitudes (one comment),
or by
helping to re Gain career teachers (one comment).
6

Hindered
2 comments from separate teacher
leaders indicated that their
merit programs hindered change by generating negative
attitudes, among teachers dissatisfied with evaluation
procedures
associated with the programs.
Both
1 superintendent and 1
teacher leader from separate districts
commented that their merit programs both aided and hindered
change for reasons given above. The superintendent described cases of recipients of merit awards being ostracized
as "fair-haired boys" by some fellow teachers.
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The majority of teacher leaders
and superintendents
who commented on their local merit
salary programs expressed
strong support for the merit concept
and its effects. However they certainly represent a
minority even among the
districts with innovative programs covered
by this study.
In general,

teacher organizations oppose merit
programs be-

cause the survival of such organizations
depends upon their
striving for the common good of all of
their members and can
be threatened by pursuing goals that
might create jealousy
or other forms of dissension among members.

Comments from

respondents to this study show that such dissension
is a
distinct possibility, particularly where teachers
are dissatisfied with district evaluation procedures.

Earlier in this chapter, the conclusion was developed
that you cannot buy superior teaching performance.

most part

,

For the

research studies described in the Encyclo pedia

ofj^^cati o n al Research and elsewhere offer little hope that
the use of merit salary programs will result in a signifi-

cant improvement of teacher performance or thus pupil

achievement.

However there is another side to this story.

In a study of research and development employees, Rosen de-

veloped the concept that salary improvements were often
valued because they were a sign of recogni tion. ^

It is

Hjalmar Rosen, "Occupational Motivation of Research
and Development Personnel," Personnel Administration. Vo].
26, No. 2 (1963), pp. 37-43.

4l

reasonable to assume that innovative teachers
are like the
men and women working in industrial research
organizations
they like to have their job contributions
recognized

—

as im-

portant.

Merit programs are a way of offering such recogni-

tion.

Again considering common practices, comments from
study respondents, and published research, the following

guidelines seem appropriate for merit salaries:
1.

Comments from superintendents and teachers and from
studies accomplished in private industry indicate that
merit salary programs can provide a positive motivating
force for employees primarily because employees appreciate recognition! of valuable performance. Thus, it
might be best to emphasize the recognition aspect rather
than the monetary aspect of any merit program.

2.

Teacher comments identify the fact that a merit salary
program should be accompanied by an evaluation process
respected by teachers to avoid one cause of dissension
that might overshadow any benefits of the merit program,

3.

The importance of having a competitive basic salary
schedule has been documented earlier in this chapter.
Thus, a merit program should not serve as a replacement
for a competitive basic salary schedule for teachers;
the merit program should be designed as a supplement
to a strong basic schedule.

4.

Comments from teachers show that a merit salary program
can be relatively meaningless if nearly every teacher
is granted such placement or, at the other extreme,
if very few teachers are granted merit placement in a
program that is used primarily to criticize staff members.
Reasonable standards for merit placement should
be published and implemented; these standards should
identify merit placement as an attainable goal but as
something more than a level that most tenured teachers
can expect to reach with the passage of time.

Differentiated salaries
In recent years, many school districts have imple-
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merited programs of team teaching or
differentiated staffing,.

Team teaching has involved groups of two or more
teachers
who plan and work together to direct the learning
program

for a group of pupils.

Differentiated staffing has involved

some teachers assuming different degrees of responsibility

for managing the learning environment of groups of children;

for example one teacher might be expected to coordinate and

direc t the work of other teachers and/or teacher aides in a

social studies team while a second teacher might be working

with pupils

in a more traditional manner and with very lit-

tle responsibility for the actions of other adults.

Without

attempting to justify the details of any teaming or differentiated staffing program here, two facts can be stated.
First, both teaming and differentiated staffing programs

can lead to the assumption of different levels of managerial

responsibility by teachers engaged in such programs.

Some

teams of teachers seem to function best with one leader or

coordinator, and the work of aides to teachers should cer-

tainly be guided by directions from one or more teachers.
Second, as already documented by comments in our discussion
of basic teacher salary,

single salary schedules tend to

obstruct the salary dif f erentiation which might be one

nat-

ural result of teachers assuming different levels of mana-

gerial responsibility.

In some relatively simple team teach-

ing projects, the obvious conflict between differentiation
of responsibility and a single salary schedule might be re-
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solved by rotating leadership
roles.

This would probably

not be an effective answer in
more complex situations or
where some teachers were either
not capable or not interested in the area of supervising
other adults.

Only two of the seventy-one districts
covered in
this study described active
programs of salary differentiation for teachers. The responses
came from both the
superintendent and a teachers' association
president in one
district and from the superintendent alone
in the second
district.
(One other teachers' association
president did
define her strong hope that acceptable
plans would be evolved
in this area.)

In each case, the differentiated salary

programs were optional as additions to the basic
teacher

salary schedule and were perceived as definite
aids to dif-

ferentiated staffing and system flexibility.
Basic guidelines on differentiated salaries are:
1.

From ^comments recorded in relation to basic salary
schedules
it is obvious that the lone existence of
a single salary schedule can obstruct attempts at
some
forms of differentiated staff ing--those forms that involve the relatively permanent assumption of different
levels of responsibility by individual teachers in a
district. An alternative to the single salary schedule should be created in any district where staff members and school committee members perceive the single
schedule as a deterrent to the forms of differentiated
staffing in which they are interested.
,

2.

As previously stated for merit salaries, a differentiated salary program should not serve as a replacement
for a competitive basic salary schedule for teachers;
the differentiated program should be designed as a
supplement to a strong basic schedule.

3.

As a matter of actual practice, there are some forms
of differentiated staffing that might not be obstructed
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by a single salary schedule.
Teacher teams with rotating chairmen and teams in which
the
responsibility created by using aides issupervision
perceived
as completely offset by the
relief from non~?eaching
"
duties provided by aides are examples.

Additional information on the possible
use of teacher aides
in differentiated staffing is
provided in Chapter
IV.

Extra duty nay
Contract analysis showed that most school
districts
in Massachusetts have a system of flat
payments for a wide

variety of extra-curricular duties ranging from
coaching
in athletics to acting as an advisor to
selected pupil or-

ganizations.

Comments of respondents indicated that col-

lective bargaining has resulted in replacement of relatively

arbitrary payment levels to levels based on actual time
studies in many districts.

A few districts have refined

this procedure even more by establishing ratio relationships
to some point on the basic teacher salary schedule; for

example, an activity ranked at 1.0 would result in a pay-

ment of

3

percent of the minimum salary for a bachelor’s

degree in one district.
There were no significant differences between superintendents and teacher leaders in this area.

Sixteen super-

intendents and nine teachers perceived bargained pay schedules for extra-curricular duties as a factor aiding the

change potential in their district because the use of fair
standards generated positive attitudes, provided incentives
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for teacher involvement, or reduced the amount
of time spent
on arguing about payments for extra duties.
Four super-

intendents and three teachers felt that the extra
duty pay
schedules hindered the change potential by raising the
level
of fiscal support needed to maintain extra-curricular
activities, by being so low that they discouraged teacher

involvement (a teacher comment), by creating resentment
among teachers involved in unpaid extra-curricular duties,
by establishing inflexible standards that prevent any at-

tempt to reward outstanding performance in this area, or
by encouraging a mercenary attitude on the part of profes-

sional staff members.

Two superintendents and one teacher

defined extra duty pay as both an aid and a hindrance for
reasons already stated.

Miller and Newbury summarize a series of studies
to conclude (1)

that student dropouts believe that more

satisfying extra-curricular activities might have helped
to keep them in school and (2)

that teachers who learn

more about their students as they can in extra-curricular
programs have a better chance to establish positive rela7

tionships with the students.'

In other words extra-cur-

ricular activities are important for accomplishment of the
basic functions of a school, at least until such time as
a school manages to restructure its formal curricular ac~

^Miller and Newbury, Teacher Negotiations

,

p.

98.
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tivities to develop some of the positive
human relationships that now seem to be best realized
in extra-curricular
activities

Based on the information stated, these guidelines
are stated for extra, duty pay:
1«

Since surveys indicate that extra-curricular activities
can have a positive impact on pupil attitudes
toward
scnool and teachers, extra duty pay is a justifiable
investment to the extent that it is needed to encourage
a level of extra-curricular activities that local
school
aucnorities consider adequate,

2,

As indicated by comments from study respondents,
careful
a u tempts to relate extra duty pay to the actual work
demands of different positions help to generate positive
teacher attitudes toward extra-curricular duties.

3.

Before proceeding down the path of granting the fixed
salary differentials that are so common for a large
number of extra-curricular duties, a district should
conduct a major study of the goals and operational alternatives of its extra-curricular programs. Such a
study should be designed to generate decisions calculated to minimize some of the problems mentioned by
study respondents including setting of inflexible differentials that do not recognize outstanding performance
excessive cost for extra-curricular programs, and stimulation of resentment or a mercenary attitude among
teachers not paid for certain extra" duties.
11

Salaries for administrator s
This dissertation concentrates on the collective bar

gaining process as it pertains to teachers.

However, since

five respondents to the study elected to comment on the area
of salaries for administrators

,

these few comments are in-

cluded in deference to the perspectives presented.
One teachers' association president indicated that

variation in administrative pay standards from one building

^7

to another in his district had caused
some discontent on
the assistant principal and team leader
levels. Since

such discontent can hardly be considered a
positive contribution to the climate for change, it is
reasonable to

suggest that the careful establishment of
system-wide standards or salary ranges for administrators is
just as im-

portant as the establishment of standards for teachers.

Three superintendents commented on the establishment

01

trators.

ratio or index schedules for their system adminis-

These ratios related to the teacher salary sched-

ules and were designed to ensure that administrative sala-

ries would be adjusted in proportion to any teacher sched-

ule changes.

Two of the superintendents perceived this

arrangement as a useful way to ensure that administrators’
salaries remain commensurate with their responsibilities.

The third superintendent believed that the existence of
the ratio schedule for administrators affected cost-conscious

school committee members to the point of their remaining

resistant to requests for needed expansion of the administrative staff.

It is difficult to escape the fact that a

direct relationship between teacher and administrator salaries can appear to compromise administrators in the eyes
of school committee members.

Certainly such a relation-

ship should be avoided for any administrator who is expected
to act as the chief negotiator for the school committee.

In this regard, one superintendent did express the opinion
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that a two-year salary schedule for his
administrators was

beneficial because it was separate from the
teacher negotiation process
He felt that this allowed principals and
other administrators to avoid being unduly concerned
with
.

teacher negotiations and to spend more time on school
operations

.

Research and devel o pment fund s
A review of bargained contracts in Massachusetts

indicated that very few school districts have defined and

implemented formal research and development programs through
the process of collective bargaining.

three direct exceptions

such, as

There were two or

the following policy taken

from one contract.

The School Committee will cause to appear in the 1 969
school budget an amount of $25,000. Of that amount
50 percent will be allocated to the support of Research
and Development.

However the picture for funding of research and development
activities was not as bleak as it appeared at first glance.

Respondents from 26.8 percent of the districts included in
this study, nineteen out of seventy-one districts returning

questionnaires, commented on the fact that their districts

financed curriculum development programs by employing teachers beyond their regular work year.

Without defining re-

search or development programs as such in contracts, most of
these districts were operating such programs by defining and

implementing programs of summer employment for teachers.

^9

In the majority of summer employment
programs described by respondents, teachers were paid
a pro-rated amount
of their annual base salary--2.5 percent
of their base
salary per week of summer work or 10 percent
per month
of summer work.

One district paid teachers 11 percent of

their annual base salary for five weeks of
summer work, and
the superintendent complained that this policy
was too in-

flexible.

In two cases, districts paid flat daily rates,

$30 per day in one instances; one of the superintendents

reporced that this flat rate approach discouraged interest
in summer work in his district.

Finally, one teacher re-

ported a more flexible approach under which teachers engaged
in curriculum development activities were granted either

full daily pay or released time from their normal teaching

duties

Seven teacher leaders and ten superintendents (excluding the two who were displeased with inflexible or flat
rate salaries) were unanimous in endorsing their special

employment programs as a distinct aid to positive change
in education.

Two additional superintendents commented

on their desire for implementation of such programs.

The

reasons given for these positive perceptions were (l) that

employment of teachers beyond their normal teaching year
provides the time needed for development and evaluation of
programs,

(2)

that such employment represents a source of

stimulation for new ideas,

(

3

)

that summer employment is an
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incentive on reward for effective management
of change, and
(4) that summer curriculum workshops
are an effective way
of increasing communication and
involvement among teachers.
In recent decades, American industry has
devoted

more and more of its expenditures to research.

For example,

in the period between 1930 and
1956, the ratio of research

expenditures to the gross national product increased
about
thirteenfold.

Yet as late as 1966, Miles stated that "It

is doubtful that more than a dozen school
systems in America

have anything that might be called a systematic research
and development unit to develop new practices, test them
for feasibility, and efficacy, and aid in diffusing them
to

various parts of the system."^

The seriousness of this

situation las been softened somewhat by the growth of Federal
investments in experimentation on the local school district
level.

However the lack of a formal commitment to research

and development is still a serious influence in many school

districts.

It is naive to believe that major improvements

in educational processes can be systematically designed

and implemented by staff members who must spend most of
their time handling a full teaching load.
Q

Sumner H. Slichter, James J. Healy, and E. Robert
The Impact of Collective Bargaining o n Manageme nt
(Washington, D.C.:
The Brookings Institution, i960), p. 3A2.

Li vernash
9

,

Matthew B, Miles, "Some Properties of Schools as
Social Systems," Change in School Systems (Washington, D.C.:
National Training Laboratories of the National Education
Association, 1967), p. 17.
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On the basis of the described data,
recommendations
for research and development funds are
listed as follows:
I*

Comments from superintendents and teachers
indicate
that research and development activities are
as valuable
in education. as industrial leaders have
judged them to
be
the private sector.
Thus, school districts should
appropriate ^funds annually to support carefully designed
research and development programs with personnel time
and materials

m

*

*

.

2*

When research and development projects are operated
during the summer, superintendent comments indicate that
a flat daily rate approach for paying teachers
should be
avoided because it might discourage interest from some
teachers (probably those whose rate of pay would be unusually low compared to their school-year salary or to
non-school employment opportunities). Two obvious alternatives are to relate summer pay to each teacher's
school-year salary and, in some cases, to the quality
and scope of individual research or development proposals.

3.

The practice of giving teachers some released time from
classes for approved research or development projects
during the school year is worth considering. In some
cases, this practice could be quite economical because
paying a substitute during the year is often less costly
than paying a teacher at his regular daily rate during
the summer.
However the use of the released time approach should be tempered by recognition of the fact
tha.t it subtracts from contact between students and
professional staff members.

Program budgeting
For many years, school districts in Massachusetts
have arranged line items in their budgets in a Federal ac-

counting format published by the United States Office of
Education.
services.

This format is based upon grouping like items cr

For example, all teacher salaries and expendable

teaching supplies are placed in a category labeled
tion."

"

instruc-

All major items of equipment that are to be purchased
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are included in a category called
"acquisition of fixed assets," etc.
In short, budgets have been
organised as lists
of objects or services to be
purchased. Recently some districts in Massachusetts and other
states have started to im-

plement a new budget format called a
planning-programmingbudgeting system (PPBS).
In its ultimate form, a program
budget describes

programs to be accomplished rather than just
items to be
purchased.
For example, one section of such a budget
might
present the English program for a high school
by (l) de-

scribing the objectives for the program in
terms of desired
pupi]

performance,

(2)

listing the alternative ways in which

these objectives might be accomplished along with
the esti-

mated effectiveness and cost for each alternative,
and

(3)

proposing implementation of a particular alternative along
with an evaluation system and schedule for determining

whether or not the urogram objectives are reached for individual pupils.

Three superintendents and three teacher leaders, all
from different school districts, indicated in this study
that their district had started to develop a system of pro-

gram budgeting.

In one case, this was done as a matter of

management perogative without reference to collective bargaining.

It is interesting to note that at this early stage

all three superintendents defined program budgeting as an

aid to positive change while all three teachers stated that

I
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1C WaS t0 ° early t0 dete
™ine the impact of program budgeting.
The superintendents

believed that program budgeting

stimulated better staff thinking,
more involvement in budgeting as a planning process, and
the development of a system
of accountability for the
effective use of fiscal resources.
There is a paucity of research on
the actual results
of program budgeting in education.
After all, this systems
approach to budgeting is relatively new.
However, Professor
Harry J. Hartley has advanced the theory
that the successful
use of program budgeting could completely
change the focus
of collective bargaining in education. 10

Collective bar-

gaining could become a process of proposing
programs and
program objectives with salaries as one component
of any

proposal rather than a process in which salaries
are perceived as the first focus point for annual bargaining.

In

other words, collective bargaining might simply
become a
useful part of the program budgeting process.

Either party

to bargaining could propose programs with specific
objec-

tives.

Basic aspirations could be defined on this level

even before alternative modes of accomplishing the alternatives were analyzed and debated.

Evaluation schemes could

be made a part of any operational modes selected through

1

Harry J Hartley, P PBS:
Cu rrent Research and ProImplic ati ons for Collect i ve Neg o tiations A Paper
presented to the 1968" Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research Association (ERIC Document ED 018 856,
February, 1968).
.

jrt^mmatic

,
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bargaining.

The results of these evaluation
schemes could
set the stage for future
bargaining on program changes.
In
effect, accountability could
be introduced to the bargaining
process in a way that might serve
the best interests of all
partieo . If evaluation showed
that a program proposed by
teachers and accepted by a school
committee had accomplished
its stated objectives, that
program would be more easily defended to a public demanding results
in return for ever increasing tax rates.
As teacher respondents have
implied,

it would probably

be premature to suggest that
parties to the bargaining process attempt to use that process
tc require the design and

implementation of program budgeting.

On the other hand,

the potential defined by Professor
Hartly and superintendent

respondents deserves serious exploration.

It is certainly

reasonable to assume that collective bargaining
sessions
that begin with a discussion of program objectives
and al-

ternative ways of accomplishing these objectives might
support the development of a more constructive and creative

relationship between bargaining parties than sessions that
begin with debates on specific proposals.
v;

Even if salaries

ere defined as a separate program, prior discussion and

agreement on the objectives of a salary program could provide a better foundation for eventual agreement on some

specific proposal than immediate discussion of some specific proposals.

In this regard, it is recommended that:
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This chapter ends with some general
suggestions on
budgeting based upon miscellaneous
comments from respondents
on the questionnaire used- in the
study. These suggestions
are:
1.

Budgeting systems should be designed to
provide all
professional staff members with opportunities
to participate in the process of fiscal olanning.
In this
stuay, three superintendents and two
teacher leaders
indicated that giving teachers an opportunity
to submit .budget proposals through principals or
department
chairmen had improved communication and involvement
on planning and experimentation.
This topic of involvement will be explored in greater detail in Chapter
V.

2.

Budget documents should be arranged to facilitate
both
analysis and flexible operation.
For example, one superintendent pointed out that adoption of the United
States Office of Education accounting system now used
by most school districts had allowed comparisons
which
were. useful in defining priorities and justifying a
significant^ budget increase. A second superintendent
indicated that the adoption of general accounts without
great detail had left his system with more flexibility
to adapt to unexpected needs and opportunities.
Incidentally one qualification on program budgeting might be
useiul here.
That is that, while program budgeting is
recommended, it is also recommended that each district
prepare a parallel budget document arranged in the more
traditional United States Office of Education accounting
format; this will allow each district to compare its expenditures with those of other districts to a degree not
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CHAPTER IV

TEACHING LOAD
After three years of intensive field
study among
American industrial organizations and
unions, researchers
supported by the Brookings Institution
concluded

that con-

tracts developed by collective bargaining
had narrowed the
scope of managerial discretion in three
ways:

B

requiring that management follow rules for laytransfers promotions, retirements, assigning
overtime, setting production standards and
rates.
e uirin S that management be
reasonable" or
?Lr
?
fair or that management act only with
just cause
or after consultation with the union, or
with the
consent of the union.
Prohibiting certain types of conduct such a.s
excessive overtime. 1

1#

ol &

,

11

*

3*

Certainly a parallel development has occurred in
education
v/ith the

growth of collective bargaining in that area.

The

term "teaching load" replaces a term such as "production

standards."

However the general direction of limiting uni-

lateral actions by management is the same.

In this regard,

the following components of teaching load are reviewed in
this chapter:

class size, number of teaching periods, plan-

ning periods, use of aides, and other load factors.

1

Slichter, Healy, and Livernash, T he Im pact of Co llective Bargaining on Manag ement pp 947-948
,

.
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size

A National Education Association
analysis of 129

Massachusetts contracts filed with the Association
for 196869 indicated that 43.4 percent of these contracts
contained
provisions governing pupil-teacher ratio and class
2
size.

An actual review of contract statements by this
author revealed a wide spectrum of approaches to class size.
Here is
a fairly specific statement:

Whenever possible, the maximum teaching load shall be
twenty-five students per class.
This type of statement creates a strong opportunity for
a

successful grievance since there are relatively few situations in which it would not be "possible” to reduce class

size through the use of mobile classrooms or other means.

Here is a statement that tends to maintain the status quo:
If a substantial change is contemplated, it shall be
subject to negotiation between the parties.

Next is a statement found after a series of desired maximums
for various grade levels and subjects:

The foregoing standards are subject to modification for
educational purposes such as the avoidance of split
grade classes, team teaching, special instruction (e.g.,
music, driving, typing), and/or experimental programs.

Qualifications designed to introduce this measure of flexibility were quite common.

Some statements were designed

primarily to discourage inequalities:

2

"What Are Teachers Negotiating?" p. 20

.
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In addition, the Committee
agrees to make every effort
to insure that undue inequalities
exist from classroom to classroom in class size do not
A few statements were basically
philosophical,

often leavin

all authority in the hands of
the school committee:

The School Committee and the
Association recognise that
class size is an important factor
in good elation and
v;ill whenever possible,
subject to space availability
and all other educational considerations
insure that
class size is 01 the most effective
nature for both
and
the final decision as to
bftb1 However
S
<ie
the SCh ° 01
the
bos
interest^ of all?
,

h“.
,

'

^

.

-

Finally, at one end of the spectrum,
there was the act of
not commenting on class size or other
measures of teaching
load in a contract statement.

Table

6

summarizes the comments on class size ob-

tained from the respondents to this study.
of the comments shows that,

Careful analysis

for the most part,

the teacher

leaders favored class size policies as a means
of ensuring
o
that an adequate number of teachers are hired.

Even the

teacners whose comments were listed under the term
"hindered"
in this chart were in reality speaking in favor
of class

size policies that did not exist in their districts.

On the

other hand, comments from superintendents were evenly divided as they expressed concern about the possible impact of
class size policies on three major areas--(l) obstruction of
the use oi new teaching patterns that involve departures

from traditional class size standards,

(2)

increased expend-

itures necessary for classroom space and teacher salaries

6o

when class sizes are lowered, and

(

3

)

creation of grounds

for tens ion-oroduc ing grievances
whenever scheduling problems lead principals to exceed class
size maximums by even
one student.

TABLE

Air]

6

.

Comments from Superintendents and Teacher
Leaders
on Impact of Class Size Policies on
Change in Education

ed

comments, nearly half of the eighteen comments
offered bv
separate superintendents indicated that policies
on class
size aided change by (a) making it possible
to give more individual attention to students, b) establishing
reasonable
standards, (c) establishing flexibility for different
learning groups, or (d) increasing accountability
for student
groups of reasonable size.
8

,

(

comments of the thirteen comments offered by separate
teacher leaders indicated that policies on class size aided
change by (a) establishing reasonable standards or (b) requiring that an adequate number of teachers be hired.
9

Hindered
8 comments
again nearly half of the superintendents comments. indicated that class size policies hindered change
by (a) reducing flexibility needed for development of team
teaching and other classroom innovations, (b) requiring increased expenditures for salaries, (c) causing a shortage
of classroom space, or (d) setting the stage for numerous
grievances that hurt human relations.
1

,

3 teacher comments indicated that a class size policy hindered change because it was too vague to be useful or, in
two cases, non-existent (an indirect way of saying that a
good class size policy would have aided change).

Both
2 superintendents and 1 teacher indicated that class size
policies both aided and hindered change for reasons given
above

6l

In summarizing research studies
on the measurable

effects of class size, Goodlad points
out that there is no
research basis for decisions on class
size as it relates to
student achievement, attention, attitude,
or work habits. 3
Class size is simply one of many
factors affecting the productivity of a single calssroom, and another
factor such as
the method of teaching can outweigh the
effects of class
size.
The assumption that reductions in class
size will re
suit in changed teaching methods that in
turn will improve

student achievement is not supported by research
measurements available at this time.

The absence of a proven relationship between class
size and pupil achievement does not eliminate class
size as
a valid topic for collective bargaining.

Depending upon

district homew ork policies, teachers with larger classes
in
r

some subjects might very well be required to do more work

than teachers with smaller classes; in other words, class
size might be legitimately defined as a significant condition of work in some cases.
the context of this study,

Finally, and very important in
there is research evidence from

LaPlante that indicates that the rate of diffusion of innovations in a school district varies inversely with the size
of teacher load when the load is measured by average daily

3

John I. Goodlad, "Classroom Organization,
pedia of Educational Resear ch. 3rd ed., d, 224.
i

"

Encyclo-
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membership of pupils per teacher 4
.

The average number of

pupils per teacher is not identical
to class size because
there can be inequality in the
distribution of pupils to

individual teachers; however, there
is an obvious and direct
relationship between the two factors.
A higher average
number of pupils per teacher must
result in a higher average class size when other factors
such as the number of
teaching periods per day are held
constant.
The evidence from LaPlante’s study of
certain kindergarten through grade twelve school districts
in Wisconsin is not surprising.
It seems logical that heavier teaching loads would leave teachers with less
time for the study
and planning necessary for innovation.
LaPlante's work is

important however because it is a matter of documented
meas-

urement and not just conjecture.
On the basis of observations of current practice,

superintendent and teacher leader comments, and studies

reported in authoritative literature, these guidelines are
presented on class size:
1.

Past studies indicate that class size alone can not be
identified as a significant factor in pupil performance.
This combined with the superintendents observation of
potential for obstruction of team teaching or other innovative grouping arrangements makes it seem desirable
to avoid contract provisions that set very specific
1

James Clayton LaPlante, Scho o l District Innovativeness and Expectations for The School Board Role Report to
the American Educational Research Association (ERIC* Document
ED 013 ^99, February, 1967 ), p. 6
,

.
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standards for class size.
The emphasis that superintendents
and teacher leaders
e
P
ble s tanda ds in their> comments
indicates that staff
dicaLs
st?f? morale
n
^
will
be aided by considerC a
S1 e
° f ® everal teachin
S load variables
that
hIt snould
h
be measured and monitored with
teachers to avoid unreasonable inequalities individual
and presP
sures
a particular district.

^, L
m

^

Sven though specific class size standards
are not set
a district should strive to maintain
a relatively high
ratio of teachers to its student membership
because
ol LaPlante s evidence that the
rate of diffusion of
innovations in a school district varies inversely
with
the. average daily membership of pupils
per teacher.
ming an adequate number of teachers apparently leaves
teachers with the time and energy needed to work
on
improving educational programs.
(Refer to later recommendation on pupi 1- teacher ratio.)

Number of teaching
Policies governing the number of teaching periods
for secondary school teachers were as common as class size

policies in the contracts reviewed for this study.

Here

is a typical example of such a policy:

In keeping with present general practice under the
seven (7) period day for students, the normal teaching load of a classroom Teacher will be twenty-five
periods per week, with one preparation period
( 25 )
and one period of other assigned duty per day. In
those cases where the program dictates, Teachers may
be called upon to teach up to twenty-eight (28) periods
with the understanding that appropriate compensating
adjustments will be made in the assignment of other
duties

In most cases, the statement or numoer of teaching periods
was related to such other factors as the number of prepa-

ration periods and/or non- teaching duties.

However, for

purposes of analysis, each of these factors is considered
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separately before related conclusions
are offered.
Table ? presents comments on
policies governing the
number of teaching periods for secondary
school teachers.
This table highlights three basic
points.

First, as with

class size, policies governing the
number of teaching peri°ds assigned to secondary teachers
were endorsed by most
teacher leaders as a way of ensuring
reasonable work conditions while the majority of superintendents
viewed such
policies as a hindrance to scheduling flexibility.
Second,

flexibility is a relative term

— one

that must be judged in

relation to the details of a policy and not just
its title.
Thus, contrary to the opinions of a majority of
superintendents, one superintendent perceived the teaching
period

policy in his district as an aid to flexibility because
it allowed deviations from bargained standards whenever

such a deviation was willingly accepted by the concerned

teacher and his building principal.

Finally, as with any

other factor influencing teaching load, a policy on the

number of teaching periods that can be assigned to a teacher
can have serious cost implications.

Reducing the number

of contact hours between current members of a teaching

staff and pupils will usually result in a need for more
staff members and more working space for the expanded staff.

Increasing the utlization of current staff members will
result in an opposite effect--a reduction in salary and
space needs-~unless the increased staff utilization is ex-
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pended on changes in the
instructional program. Evaluation
of such cost implications
is an important part of
the task
of analyzing the potential
impact of proposed policies.
1

TABLE

7.

Comments from Superintendents
and
Leaders
4
on Impact of Policies Governing Teacher L
The
Humber of Teaching Periods Sn
Change in Education

Aided
° f the fifteen comments
superintendents, indicated that pollcies g
governing
ei nxng the numoer of
teaching oeriods aqo'i cr-nori +-~.
secondary teachers aided change by
U) providing adeouate
" 2 b1 teachers or (b) ihoreasing =
system
flexibility?""

recorded^-

'

S
r
SiX StatementS made by separate teachers
indicated th
f^ rf
1 teachlng P eriod policies aided
change by
u*
establishing
reasonable work standards.
1.

Hindered
10 comments, two-thirds of the statements
from superintendents, indicated that teaching period
policies hindered
cnange by (a) decreasing system flexibility,
scheduling^ lexibility. or (b) consuming fiscalespecially
resources
by necessitating the hiring of additional
teachers.
No teacher comments viewed teaching period
policies strictly
^
as a hindrance to change.

Both
1 superintendent and 1 teacher
indicated that teaching
period policies both aided and hindered change. The
sunerintendent perceived his district's policy as^helping to*
provide adequate planning time for teachers but creating
space problems by leading to the hiring of more teachers
than a building was designed to accomodate. The teacher
perceived a policy on modular scheduling periods (ten to
twenty minute time blocks that can be combined to form periods of different lengtn for different subjects) as one that
aided flexibility but encouraged great inequalities in
teacher load.
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There are no research studies documenting
a clear
relationship between pupil achievement and the
number of
teaching periods assigned to secondary school
teachers.
Lambert and Iwamoto do report that "Various surveys
indicate that during the past quarter-century the
average teaching load in the high school, measured in terms
of sections
taught, has diminished from approximately six to
approxi-

mately five dally.

They compare this figure for the Uni-

ted States with an average of four sections handled on a

daily basis by secondary teachers in England, France, and
Germany.

Both figures are simply standards of practice

subject to many variations and the influence of such other
factors as period length; for example, in a day filled
with many short periods it is natural for a teacher to be

assigned more teaching periods than he might be assigned
in a day constituted of a few long periods.

Teachers who are assigned more than five teaching
periods per day in a seven-period schedule will have less
time to plan effective instructional programs than is com-

mon unless other factors in their teaching load are reduced.
This could also become a morale factor.

Thus the guide-

lines offered here for the number of teaching period

s

as-

signed to secondary teachers are:

%am

Lambert and David Iwamoto, "Teaching Load,"
ed.
p. 1498.
Encyclopedia of Educational Research
M.

.

,
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unreasonable work demands are
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One way to reconcile
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a way commonly practiced
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ne number
tSe
nZbIr of teaching periods is one of several tha?
?
teaching load variables that should
be measured and moni
ndi idual teachers to avoid unreason^
iSeoua'li^e andY pressures in a
inequalities
particular district.
temp ng tc ens ^ne comparisons that
support good
Q ?5 morale
taff
and allow teachers an amount of planning
time competitive with the standard
of practice in public
education, at least three factors should
be considered
in evaluating the workload created
by a certain number
TheSe factor s a ^e (a) the common
S ?eri
averse
average n?
°f f
five °f*
class periods per seven-period day
adjusted upward or downward in the case of
schedules
having more or fewer periods or modules
oer day: (b)
the number of planning or preparation
periods allowed:
the extent of non-teaching duties assigned.
Uei er to later recommendation on teaching load formulas.)

^

,
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Planning periods
In the 1968-69 Massachusetts agreements filed with
the National Education Association, 42. 6 contained
%
provi-

sions on planning periods for secondary teachers, and
22.5/o

contained provisions on planning periods for elementary
teachers.

A typical approach for the secondary level was:

To the extent practical, secondary teacher load will
be planned to allow five 5 unassigned periods per
calendar wee k for each such teacher.
(

)

On the elementary level a typical provision read
as follows:

"V/hat

Are Teachers Negotiating?"

p.

21.
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Elementary school teachers will be
when specialists in Art, Music and released from di:tv
Physical EdScaUon
(exclusrve °f swimming classes) are
classes after the first and second instructing their
classes itleach
e
When Physical Education
classed are b
bein®°hc?a
lg held outdoors or in another
part of
It*
the building, ithe teachers are
responsible for delivrmg the class to the designated area and shall
be
nS
le
r
inging the Pupils back b o the class£°
roor ahe above does not apply to teachers
during
b
their first year in ...
'

^

^

.

The exception of teachers in their first
year in the system in the latter example is a way of
ensuring that these
teachers become familiar with programs taught
by specialists.

Thirteen superintendents commented on their
policies
on planning periods in the ques tionnaires used
with
this

study.

Eight of the comments defined these policies as an

aid to change in providing teachers with adequate
time to

plan or to study possible improvements.

Seven comments

indicated such policies hindered change by reducing flexibility in scheduling, by allowing some elementary teachers
who could profit from observing good teaching by specialists
to avoid such observation, by allowing pupil behavior to

deteriorate when regular elementary teachers were absent
from their classrooms, or by preventing use of preparation
periods for important staff meetings.

The last point is

worthy of elaboration.
Unless a policy on planning periods is carefully
worded, it can become a serious source of grievances in
a school district.

For example, can a principal direct

a teacher to meet with him during the teacher's planning

l
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period or period of "unassigned duty"?

Can a principal

direct that a teacher observe a program
in some classroom
during the teacher’s planning period?
Is a teacher free
to use his planning period as he
wishes to use it regardless of the wishes of his principal
or department chairman.
If grievances are to be avoided, any
planning period

policy must be written to provide a clear answer
to such
ques tions

Thirteen teacher leaders also commented on planning
period policies.

Their response was overwhelmingly in

favor of such policies as a way of ensuring that
teachers

have adequate planning time.
did define problems.

Two of their fifteen comments

In one case, a teacher stated that

elementary teachers were simply not given enough planning
time.

In the other case, a one-period-per-day policy on

the secondary level was perceived as causing dissension

with elementary teachers who were not granted similar plan-

ning time.

This last point is a major one.

Secondary

teachers are commonly granted at least one preparation

period per day, and elementary teachers are commonly ex-

pected to remain with their classes except when special
subject teachers happen to be available--usually much less

frequently than once per day.

There might be some justi-

fication for this difference in view of the potentially
more complex subject matter or extra duties and the greater

number of students seen per teacher per day on the secondary
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level.

On the other hand such justification is at least

partially offset by the greater number of subject matter
areas handled by most elementary teachers.

Since there is no specific research available on
the effects of planning periods, guidelines for such are

based on respondent comments and the realities of current
standards of practice.
1.

The guidelines are:

Again attempting to reconcile opposing comments between
teachers and some superintendents and to relate to
recommendations presented earlier in this chapter,
it seems prudent to consider the number of planning
periods allocated to teachers as one of several teaching load variables that should be measured and monitored with individual teachers to avoid unreasonable
inequalities in a particular district. This more comprehensive approach will allow more of the scheduling
flexibility mentioned by superintendents than a separate and unqualified rule on planning periods would provide.

2.

Because both teachers and a majority of superintendent
respondents agree that planning periods do help to
provide time needed for designing adequate programs,
the common practice of providing an average of one
planning period per seven-period or eight-period day
is a minimum that should be implemented whenever possible.
Special attention should be given to the fact
that such implementaion is often more difficult on the
elementary school level. The options of a shorter
school day for elementary pupils and granting released
time to elementary classroom teachers during presentations by special subject teachers are two ways to gain
planning time on the elementary level. When using the
latter option, superintendents comments indicate that
care must be taken to ensure that a classroom teacher
is released only if he is already thoroughly familiar
with the ways in which he should follow specialists'
presentations and if there are no classroom problems
that would be best handled by the regular teacher remaining in the classroom.
'

3.

To avoid two problems identified by superintendents
provisions on planning periods should be kept flexible in two ways. First, the provisions should be worded
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carefully to ensure that there will be no restrictions
that would prevent administrators or other supervisors
from directing that -.planning periods be used from
time to time for conferences, observations, or other
intermittent activities designed to improve school operations.
Second, the provisions should leave individual
teachers and the school committee or its administrative
representatives free to agree to more unstructured
planning time arrangements for any staffing and scheduling programs not anticipated in current contract
provisions
Use of aides
The National Education Association's analysis of
129 Massachusetts contracts for 1968-69 showed that 32 of

these contracts contained policies governing the use of

teacher aides for extraneous (non-teaching) duties; another
8

contained provisions on the use of aides in instructional

programs.

7

Analysis of both contracts and questionnaires

from respondents to this study showed that aides were often

being used even in the absence of contract provisions calling directly for their use.

For example, note the follow-

ing sample provision from one district:

In addition, no secondary teacher, grades 7-12, shall
be assigned to cafeteria, study hall, or bus duty,
except in an emergency.

While such a provision does not directly specify the hiring
of aides, such hiring would be a natural result of the pro-

vision.

A more direct approach is illustrated by the next

sample:

^"What Are Teachdrs Negotiating?"

p.

20.
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The Committee agrees that it will use its best efforts
to establish and maintain a ratio of 125 professional
personnel for each 2,000 students together with paraprofessional support of 10,000 hours. Such paraprofessional support shall include teacher aides,
guidance aides, library aides and instructional aides.
Office staffing and clerical aides shall not be deemed
to be such support.

Two variations of the direct approach were noted:

first,

hiring aides as a supplement to the regular professional
staff; second, hiring fewer classroom teachers than might

normally be hired and using aides as instructional assistants to certified teachers (one form of differentiated
staffing).

Some districts utilized both the supplemental

and the differentiated staffing variations.

Twenty superintendents and fifteen teacher leaders
from thirty-one separate districts of the seventy districts

included in this study commented on use of teacher aides.
The large majority of both superintendents and teachers
felt that policies encouraging or requiring the use of aides
were beneficial to change or the potential for change.

Only one superintendent defined a problem--the fact that
cost of hiring teacher aides was being strongly resisted
by his school committee in a difficult economic climate.

Also only one teacher defined a problem--the fact that
some aides assigned to study halls in his district were

unable to control student behavior adequately and had to
be transferred to other kinds of duties.

Despite the prob-

lems, these two respondents joined all others in favoring

the use of aides.
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Teacher leaders stated that policies on using
aides
(l) helped to provide teachers with
adequate time
to plan

and to construct instructional materials,

(

create an adequate pool of human resources,

desirable differentiation of roles, or

(

2

helped to

)

(

3

)

allowed

4 ) made it possible

in one case to implement a more individualized elementary

reading program.

Superintendents pointed out the same

percepcions and also mentioned that such policies had a
positive impact on teacher morale and helped in the recruiting and retention of good teachers.

One superintendent

commented on the special help that aides had provided as
ins tructional assistants in open-space classrooms, giving

teachers on their teams much more time for planning and

developing new instructional systems.
From 1951 until 1956, a large-scale experiment with
teacher aides was undertaken in Bay City, Michigan, to help
solve the problem of a shortage of qualified teachers.

reporting on this study, Miller and Newbury state that

In
,!

A

time study of teacher activities found that many functions,

most of which did not require professional training, absorbed
21 per cent to 69 per cent of the classroom teachers' day."

g

Most classroom teachers in traditional staffing situations
can testify to an amount of time spent on taking attendance,

maintaining records, ordering supplies, cleaning blackboards,
duplicating materials, correcting objective tests, supero

Miller and Newbury, Teacher Negotiations

,

p.

159.
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vising non-academic activities, and many other tasks that
do not require a college education.

Time spent on such

activities obviously subtracts from time available for
teaching

— for

diagnosing pupil needs and presenting the

environment that can fulfill these needs.

It also repre-

sents a possible misuse of human resources.

The following recommendations are presented for

considering contract provisions on the use of aides:
1.

The well documented study complete in Bay City, Michigan, showed that many teachers spent a significant
portion of the school day performing tasks that did not
require professional training. Therefore, in any district considering the use of teacher aides, it would
be logical to develop job descriptions for potential
aides by establishing one or more study committees
(existing departments might be appropriate in some
cases) to identify the exact nature and extent of necessary tasks that do not require professional training.

2

.

3.

Considering the economic reality identified by one
superintendent and familiar to most educators as fiscal pressures increase in the wake of strong collective bargaining, the reality of school committee resistance to new costs, proposals for using aides should
be based upon careful work measurement studies that
project appropriate combinations of professional staff
In some cases, it will not be realismembers and aides.
tic to request a simple addition of aides to the existing professional staff, especially when it is planned
to have aides perform many tasks previously performed
by classroom teachers; the hiring of aides might justify some reduction in the number of professional staff
members in a district.
Taking a cue from the teacher leader who pointed out
the fact that aides are not always able to handle all
non-teaching tasks (in this case, adequate control of
student behavior in study halls), contract provisions
that supply teachers with aides should not relieve
teachers from the responsibility for all phases of
school operation from classrooms to lunchrooms to study
Aides should be used to release certified teachhalls.
ers from selected duties but not from responsibility
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for the total quality of a
student's day in school
deS
0Uld be assi
to those
proi
essional staff members or teams
professional^staf
who
=m,«vi
desire
assistance and who have a specific
clan for training
°*
utilizing, and supervising the aides.
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factor s

This chapter closes with some
miscellaneous statements on teacher load, statements
derived from comments of
respondents to the study and from a
comprehensive look at
conclusions stated earlier in the chapter.
The suggestions
are:
1

.

Use_^f|joecialists .---Superintendents and teacher
leaders
agreed that the hiring
of
~~
specialists
°
can
uau
be
uc
very
use~ ^
fuln for
improving operation of schools. Subject matter
specialists (art, music, and physical education
in particular; were perceived as especially useful
for elementary schools, giving classroom teachers more
planning
time and giving them help with subjects which
they might
not be able to handle adequately. Guidance,
curriculum
coordination, and media or library specialists were also
mentioned as important resources to be sought in any
district not having adequate services in these areas.
One superintendent offered the caution that some
teachers
bargaining teams are dominated by the direct interests of classroom teachers and might not oroperly
perceive the needs for specialists.
f.

.

.

.

2.

Ijon ^_tea c h i ng d u tjLesi

3

Release of pupils for curriculum work
Two s uperintendents and four teacher leaders endorsed policies that
called for the half-day release of pupils to provide
elementary teachers with more time for curriculum planning.
Plans in operation varied from releasing elementary pupils on one or two afternoons of every week to
releasing them on the afternoons of five to eleven

•

.--The majority of superintendents
and teachers also agreed that policies governing the
utilization of teachers for non-teaching duties°( collecting money for student pictures or insurance, acting
as advisors for clubs, etc.) could be useful, not
necessarily to prohibit teacher involvement, but to
regulate the quantity of such duties and to encourage
equal distribution of non-teaching tasks.
.

—
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S att red throughout
y
the annual cal?
endar
n.ar.
W^Vi^ the limits
?
Within
of state laws, this is one wav
o_ ensuring that all teachers
are available at the saao
time for workshops and curriculum
develooment projects
There are disadvantages-inconvenience
to
ents and a relatively high transportation workingman!’
cost ?Sr bus
students
relation to the time they actually spend
in
school on shortened days. Thus, if it is
used at all
the released time system is most often
used
mentary teachers an amount of planning time to give elesomewhat
qai Y a ent
tllat ordinarily designed into
the daily
schedules oi secondary teachers.
In judging the need
for such equalization, a district should
compare the
length of the students' day in its elementary
and secondary scnools to determine the extent to which
elementary
planning time already exists because of a shorter
student day. At least two other factors should
also be
analyzed--planning time provided by the use of specialists
and planning time provided by having a school
calendar
with more teacher days than student days. The latter
factor is discussed in Chapter VII.

^

m

]-

"

^

lunch periods --Of the 129 contracts filed in
1968-69 with the National Education Association, sixty
contained a provision on lunch periods for elementary
teachers and sixty— foug contained a similar provision
for secondary teachers.As a matter of teacher morale
and physical well-being, policies granting teachers
a duty-free lunch period should be encouraged.
However this does not have to be done by forcing the separation of all teachers and all pupils during a period
when meaningful social learning can take place under
informal conditions. As stated earlier, aides should
be assistants to teachers and not replacements with
sole respons i oili ty for any phase of school operation.
Flexible staffing, flexible scheduling, teamwork in
classroom instruction, and equitable sharing of nonteaching tasks by teachers can be used to ensure that
one or more teachers work with one or more aides during a lunch period; the same teachers can have their
own duty-free period before or after their period of
lunch duty. As one superintendent described it, that
approach would give a district a greater chance to
change and improve its student lunch program a chance
based on prof essional staff involvement. Bargaining
team members who accept this point of view should plan
their proposals accordingly.
.

,

A

—

9 "What

Are Teachers Negotiating?

11

pp.

21-22.
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5.

tether ratio -.-.Comments from four of the seventy
districts
this study indicated the use of a pupil- *
teacher ratio as a staffing guideline. For
example
one district established maximum ratios of
forty classroom teachers per 1,000 students for elementary
school,
fifty classroom teachers per 1,000 students
for junior
high school, sixty classroom teachers per
1,000 students for senior high school, and lesser ratios for
its classes for handicapped children.
Such an approach
S uarantae a pre- judged level of professional
staffing, ostensibly whatever level the local
school
committee believes to be adequate and/or affordable.
Since it still leaves the district with considerable
flexibility on such items as class size and assignment
of teaching or planning periods, this approach might
be an acceptable policy format for districts seeking
a simple but relatively flexible agreement related
to
teaching load, especially if it is coupled with policies encouraging the equal distribution of work among
-available staff members. Here is one caution however.
The word "teacher" should be qualified to read "teacher
or teacher-equivalent" with the understanding that in
any approved differentiated staffing project one or
more aides may replace a teacher in determining whether or not the ratio is being satisfied; otherwise
the ratio approach can be a direct obstruction to one
-form of differentiated staffing.

6

A formul a for teachin g load var iables
Earlier in this
chapter, the point was developed that most of the factors involved in teaching load must be considered in
relation to each other to obtain a realistic picture
of comparative loads among teachers. A teacher handling
the' smallest classes in a high school might not really
have a comparatively light teaching load if he happened
to have more classes than anyone else on the staff.
A district involved in attempting to ensure the equi'table distribution of teaching load among staff members should construct a chart or formula to relate
load factors in some way that makes comparisons possible. Ideas for such an approach can be gained from
reviewing the teaching load formulabeveloped by Harl
1
R. Douglass for secondary schools.
The Douglass for'mula is more complicated than any system that would
be needed in most elementary schools. It includes
devaluation of the number of class periods or sections

•

m

.

.

—

^Edward W. Smith, Stanley W. Krouse, Jr., and Mark
M A t k ins on The Educator* s En c ycl opedia Englewood Cliffs,
N. J.:
Prentice-Hail, Inc., 19 S 1 T, pp. 217-219*
.
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taught per week, the number of
pupils in theqp

periods spent'^on'^assigne^duties'other'than"?'
oriral^
1
ciasses, and. the length of periods.
In any event
86
VCry general e-Ttion
ae\
devLef
ices and not as hard and* fast
rules that eliminate
desirable scheduling flexibility. A
formula can heln
P
an. administrator or teacher
organization to discover
unintended and undesirable inequalities
in load distribution; or, in other cases, it might
simply confirm
are .** te
ptabil to everyone
After all, variations among teachers are
as leal as variations among students.
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CHAPTER V

STRUCTURE FOR DECISION MAKING
Collective bargaining is a problem-solving
process.
However, since all problems can not
be solved quickly or
1
even anticipated, collective
bargaining is often utilized to
define decision-making processes rather
than to arrive at
final decisions.
For example, collective bargaining
is
rarely used to define curriculum content,
but it is commonly
used to specify processes for making
decisions on curriculum.

Approximately 46 percent of the 1968-69 negotiation
agreements filed with the National Education
Association
from school systems with 1,000 or more pupils
contained provisions that directly or indirectly affected
the curriculum

decision-making process

.

Research on the management of innovation or change
provides a clear message to those involved in defining

decision-making processes.

It is

"

.

.

.

that people will

more readily accept innovations that they can understand and

perceive as relevant, and secondly, that they have had a
hand in planning.""

This message can be related to comments

1

"Curriculum Review in Negotiation Agreements," NEA
Researc h Bull etin. Vol. 48, No. 4 (1970), p 106.
0

2

Art Gallaher Jr., "Directed Change in Formal Organizations:
The School System," Chanme Proces ses in the
Public Schoo ls (Eugene, Oregon: The C enter for the Ad vane ed
Study of Educational Administration, 1965 ), pp. 41-42.
,
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from superintendents and teacher
leaders on recruitment;
evaluation and accountability; staff
promotions and trans.
fers; consultants, workshops,
and visitations; and joint
councils
Recruitment-,

None of the contracts reviewed in
this study gave
teachers an authoritative role in
recruiting or hiring of
new teachers.
In one instance, a very definite
advisory
role was stipulated by a contract
provision that required
that the superintendent appoint one
classroom teacher on a
teacher selection committee having a total
of four members,
all memoers being appointed by the
superintendent the
;

school committee was then required to select
new teachers

only from those applicants who had been rated
by the teacher

selection committee although the ratings of the
selection
committee were not binding on the school committee.
Pour superintendents and one teacher leader commented
on the positive effects of involving staff members
other

than just the superintendent in selection of new teachers.

Ihe districts implementing such involvement were doing so in
the absence of contractual requirements but with the observa-

tion that the practice had a positive impact on staff morale.

One of the superintendents mentioned the special need to

allow teachers involved in innovative team projects to take
part in interviewing and recommending applicants for vacancies
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in their teams; he stated
that this helps to ensure
the
degree of compatibility necessary
for effective teaching.

Research does provide a set of
generalizations on
innovators. They tend to be young,
to have relatively high
socio-economic status, to value sources
of information
outside their immediate environment,
and to be viewed as
deviants by both their peers and by
themselves. 3 While
these characteristics are generalizations
subject to many
exceptions, they can serve as guidelines
for a recruiting
program designed to seek employees who will
support and

contribute to a creative process of decision-making.
Analysis, of the three basic data sources;
current

practices, teacher and superintendent questionnaires,
and

published research; leads to the following recommendations
on teacher recruiting:
1.

It is desirable to establish administrative procedures
that encourage participation of many different staff
members in recruiting, interviewing, and recommending
teacher applicants.
In addition to improving staff
morale as mentioned by several respondents to this
study, one superintendent mentioned that this participation can help to provide teachers involved in new
teaming practices with the opportunity to identify
potential staff members who are apt to have the degree
of compatibility necessary for effective teaming.

2.

Research published to this date indicates that educational innovators tend to exhibit certain characteristics.
To support staff creativity, district recruiters
should become familiar with this research and should
utilize the described characteristics as general guidelines in judging the suitability of applicants for district vacancies. No contract provision that restricts
3 Everett

ibid

.

PP. 58-59.

M. Rogers,

"What Are Innovators Like?"
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the exercise of such judgment
should be negotiated.

On the converse side of the first
recommendation,
it is the author's opinion that
negotiated contracts should
not contain provisions giving the formal
teacher organization accual authority or control over any
part of the recruit ang process.
There is no way to guarantee that a

teacher organization will be controlled by
innovative teachers;

in the absence of such teachers, an
organization might

naturally tend to select new staff members who are
compatible with a lack of innovation.

This potential is a good

reason for school committees continuing the current
practice of using teachers only in an advisory capacity in
re-

cruiting programs.

Obviously an addiction to the status

quo can occur on the management level also; but if it does

occur over a significant period of time, it will be because
the community that owns the schools has elected that type
of school committee and is getting what it wants.

Evaluation and accountability
The contract statements concerned with teacher

evaluation in the districts involved in this study were
quite simple.

Common provisions were that (l) monitoring

of work performance of teachers would be conducted openly

with full knowledge of the teachers,

(2)

teachers would

be given copies of written evaluations of their performance

and/or access to evaluation reports filed in their personnel
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folders, and (4) standards
for the evaluation of
teachers
would be published, often on
the basis of deliberations
of a joint advisory committee
of teachers and administrators

Eighteen superintendents recorded
comments on their
teacher evaluation policies. All
of the superintendents
perceived such policies as an aid
to change, usually because
the policies established
evaluation standards and/or gave
teachers an opportunity to be involved
in setting these
standards-

both factors seeming to make a positive
contribution to staff morale. Two superintendents
in the same
group did comment on problems. In one case,
the superintendent mentioned that a negotiated
evaluation schedule
sometimes forced personnel decisions too early

in the school

year.

In the other case, the superintendent
reported that

some teachers felt threatened by a strong
evaluation policy.

Eight of the eleven teacher leaders who commented
on their district evaluation policies viewed the
policies
as an aid to change for reasons similar
to those stated

by superintendents

.

The three teachers who reported problems

were also supporting strong evaluation policies since one
deci ied a relative lack of teacher evaluation in his dis-

trict, one complained about a complete lack of teacher in-

volvement in the evaluation process, and one stated his

opinion that the lack of clearly stated evaluation standards
made teachers fearful of educational innovation.

This

lat--
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ter point deserves elaboration.

Innovation involves the risk of "failure"— the
chance
that a new instructional approach will not
work as
well as a

more traditional approach.

If evaluation standards are nebu-

lous or non-existent, a teacher might feel
that he has little
or no protection against a negative evaluation
that could

result from observation of his attempt at innovation.

He

could need specific reassurance that attempts at improving
ins true tional programs will be welcomed as long as they
are

accompanied by appropriate evaluation techniques and a willingness to perceive and act on the fact that change does
not always result in improvement.

Research on the effectiveness of teacher evaluation
procedures defines another problem clearly.

After a sur-

vey of selected studies, Zax concluded that "It is likely

that students and administrators will select different

teachers as being outstanding."^

This reality can lead to

serious conflict between school officials and parents who

view teachers primarily through the eyes of students.

An

administrative recommendation for the dismissal of a teacher
is often met with a veritable barrage of parent protest.

As

long as teacher evaluation concentrates on teacher behavior
or relatively superficial reactions of students, this prob-

lem will probably continue.

However another approach seems

^Manual Zax, "Outstanding Teachers: Who Are They?"
The Clearing House Vol. 45, No. 5 (1971), p. 287.
,
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to be developing in school
systems across the

nation— educa-

tional accountability.
The accountability approach emphasizes
student accomplishment, not teaching procedure.
It assumes that many
oi the purposes of schools can
be expressed in terms of

specific performance objectives for students
and that accomplishment of these objectives by individual
students
can be tested or observed. For example,
the ability to
solve a quadratic equation can certainly be
tested.

The

characteristic of exhibiting open-mindedness (by
listening
to and being influenced by others,

by seeking opinions and

evidence on problems from several sources, etc.) can
be
observed.

It is possible to decide whether or not a stu-

dent has accomplished such objectives as they are defined
for a school program.
It is conceivable that direct evaluation of this type

can help to minimize differences in perspective among admin-istrators, students, parents and teachers.

In commenting on

a new accountability provision in the New York City teach-

ers'

contract, Albert Shanker, president of Local

2

of the

United Federation of Teachers, stated that the accountability
program "will provide the greatest protection teachers have
ever known.

It will protect effect! /e teachers against un-

fair accusations by providing proof of their ef f ectiveness

^"Toward Total Accountability,
March, 1971, p. 12.

"

American Teacher

.

.

" -5
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The accountability format offers
a unique tool to
educators who are interested in exploring
instructional
alternatives. Once specific objectives
have been defined
for groups of students or for
individual students (and certainly the students themselves and their
parents can participate in the defining process), needs
of individual

students can be diagnosed with pre-tests or
observation

checklists.

Information can also be recorded on out-of-

school influences.

Finally the results of instructional

alternatives can be measured in terms of initially
defined
student performance objectives.

The entire process can

provide evidence to support the implementation or discontinuance of innovations, thus creating a framework of ob-

jectivity which should lessen the threatening ambiguity
that can otherwise be associated with evaluation of a teacher's ef i orts to improve school programs.

After considering the data now available, the following guidelines are presented on evaluation and accountability:
1.

Questionnaire comments show that staff morale is aided
if teacher evaluation programs are based on published
standards and procedures, preferably standards and procedures that have been defined in consultation with
teachers

2.

Because some teachers fear that participation in experimental or new programs might adversely affect evaluations of their performance, pa rticularly if evaluation
standards are not clear on this point, published evaluation standards should include items that encourage
participation in the design, implementation, and evaluation of experimental or innovative instructional programs
.
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p romotions and transfer s

The majority of the contracts surveyed
contained pro
visions on staff promotions and transfers.
The most common
approach to promotions and professional staff
vacancies was
a requirement that a description of
available vacancies be
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posted in each school for some
time in advance of an announced closing date for
applications. The specified time
varied from a requirement that the
posting be done "as far
advance of the appointment as
possible" to a designated
number of days such as seven days or
even thirty days before
the closing date for filing
applications for the described
vacancy.
Many contracts did not clarify whether
the costing
requirement covered all professional staff
vacancies

m

that

mlght occur in a district or only those
staff positions covered by the negotiated agreement. A
few contracts contained
the provision that preference would be
given to current employees whenever their qualifications were
substantially
equal to those of applicants from outside the
school district.

The most common approach to voluntary transfers
was
the setting of a final date for requesting such
for a subse-

quent school year.

In several cases, teachers were required

to state their reasons in writing for requesting
a transfer.

The right of the school committee to make final decisions
on
transfer requests was relatively unqualified in most cases;

however some contracts specified that preference be given to
employees with the most seniority if all other qualifications were equal.

In the case of involuntary transfers, many contracts

provided for a meeting between the superintendent of schools
and the teacher to be transferred, at which time the reason
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for the transfer was to be
stated.

Again, while the final

authority of the school committee
was specified in most
cases, there were qualifications
in some
contracts.

One

contract required that teachers be
transferred to "comparabie' positions unless the best
interests
1

of the school sys-

tem required otherwise.

Another allowed a teacher to file
a

formal grievance if he did not agree
with the reason for involuntary transfer stated by the superintendent.
Finally, it can be noted that some school
committees

guarded what they perceived as management
rights very carefully in the areas of promotions and transfers.
For example,
one contract specified very clearly that
school committee
decisions on filling staff vacancies and on
transfers would
not be subject to the negotiated grievance
procedure.

Eleven of sixteen superintendents who commented on
promotion policies in this study felt that such policies
aided change potential by building positive staff
attitudes
toward system personnel and communication procedures.

The

implication is the same here as elsewhere in this stu.dy-that worthwhile change or innovation will occur and be sup-

ported to a greater degree in a climate of positive staff

morale than in a climate of staff resentment and/or indifference.

One of the eleven superintendents who expressed a

positive perception on posting promotion opportunities did
admit that the process sometimes slowed action on vacancies
to an undesirable degree.
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Six superintendents who expressed
negative perceptions on posting promotion
opportunities

offered two reasons

for their opinions.

Pour were concerned with the amount
of
time consumed by the posting process,
time that apparently
left some positions vacant too long
or led to the loss of
some worthy applicants. Two mentioned
that seniority qualifications tended to discourage the
importation of needed
new blood into their districts.

All eight teacher leaders who commented
on their policies for posting promotion opportunities
felt that these
policies encouraged involvement and positive
attitudes among
teachers interested in professional advancement.
One of the

teachers mentioned his belief that systematized
promotion

procedures helped to eliminate political patronage
in the
filling of district vacancies.

Only four of the eleven superintendents who commented
on transfer policies felt that these policies helped
to pro-

mote positive change in their districts, primarily through
a

contribution to staff morale.

The other seven superintend-

ents expressed strong negative perceptions about the imoact
of such policies for one or both of the following reasons;
(l)

a decrease in system flexibility brought about by limit-

ing the right to transfer personnel or (2) a tendency toward

seniority rights that do not necessarily constitute a proper
measure of suitability for job assignments.

The right of a

teacher to file a formal grievance on an involuntary transfer
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was perceived by one superintendent
as an especially strong

limiting factor on system flexibility.
The seven teachers who offered statements
on transfer
policies felt that the establishment of standards
in this

area made a positive contribution to staff
morale, helping
to eliminate favoritism.

Even two leaders who felt that

their district policies had a negative impact on
change were
really stating that this was true because their
policies
were too vague, leaving too much to the discretion
of the

superintendent or school committee.
Griffiths offers an observation on change in organizations as follows:

Change in organizations will be expedited by the appointment of outsiders rather than insiders as chief administrators, Such administrators will introduce change
either because they do not know the system, or because
they have a different concept of how the system should
function.
The reality of this generalization is recognized in many

districts when an advance decision is made to fill an administrative vacancy with a candidate from outside the district.
The hope is that an outsider will not be as affected by the

many ways that the members of a group develop to communicate
their resistance to change to each other; he simply will not
be "tuned" to this communication process.

In any event, the

^Daniel E. Griffiths, "Administrative Theory and
Change in Organizations," in Inno v ation in Education ed. by
Matthew B, Miles (New York: Teachers College Press, 1964),
,

P.

^35.
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generalization is one that has
implications for team ana
building leaders as well as for
central office administrators.

If promotion and transfer
policies discourage the
introduction of new leadership into
teams and buildings,

a potential source of worthwhile
change is being restricted.
The disadvantages of such restriction
need to be compared
with the possible advantages of a
specific promotion within
a team or building group.
The following guidelines should be
useful in the
development of contract provisions on staff
promotions

and transfers:

Because there is potential conflict in practice
between
research indicating the desirability of importing
some'
leaders from outside a school district to
stimulate
innovation and the staff interest in advancement
mentioned by some teacher respondents to this
study a
district should establish a continuing in-service
training program that acquaints all staff and
school committee^ members with the reality of the natural,
organizational resistance to change described in research
literature. This program should build the foundation
of understanding for (l) evaluating potential and practicing leaders partially on the basis of their ability
to resist being intimidated by communications that
exhibit this natural resistance to change, (2) filling
staff vacancies with applicants from both inside ana"
outside the system at different times, and (3) using
system transfer programs to stimulate fresh approaches
to change problems encountered by building and" instructional teams. Such an in-service approach could help
prepare negotiators to establish worthwhile objectives
for the bargaining process.
2.

In deference to the research on the possible need for
importing leadership for change, the right of the school
committee to fill administrative vacancies with applicants either from within or from outside its school
system should be clarified. The common contract statement on "substantially equal qualifications" is simply
not the only factor to be considered in selecting lead-

ership for improving educational
proe-ram^
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ior the same reasons mentioned in the
two sets of guidelines above, vacancies in extra-curricular
duties for
which reimbursement is paid should also be
posted as
ar in advance as is possible. Again,
school committee decisions on filling these or any
other vacancies
snould not be subject to grievance procedures.
In the interest of the morale factor defined
by both
superintendents and teacher leaders, an annual reporting system should exist to allow staff members
to^ indicate their interest in possible transfers or new
positions and their qualifications for such.
This will
provide system administrators with a valuable source
of data on teacher interests and qualifications.
As with the filling of new positions, the school committee should retain the right to transfer employees
without reference to grievance procedure because transfers among buildings or teams are another method of
providing new leadership that might be needed in specific locations or programs. However, reasons for
involuntary transfers should be seated clearly as a
matter of the honesty that this study indicates is
appreciated by staff members.
.

Seniority should not be the deciding factor in school
appointments
Use of the principle of seniority is
directly opposed to the research that indicates" the
.
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desirability of some deliberate importation of
outside
talent for supporting change.
Cons ultants, workshops
visitati ons

T

and

In summarizing research on the source of innova-

tions in schools and other organizations

,

Griffiths reports

that "Since the tendency of organizations is to maintain
a steady state,

the major impetus for change comes from

outside rather than inside an organization.

11

^

Contracts

reviewed for this study gave relatively weak recognition
to this contention.

The following statement was typical:

The Committee will pay the reasonable expenses (including fees, meals, lodging and/or transportation) incurred
by teachers who attend seminars, conferences, or other
professional improvement sessions at the request and/or
with the advance approval of their principal or immediate superior, and with the prior approval of the
Superintendent after two weeks advance notice.
1

Some contracts also mentioned in-service training in some
general way such as the following:
The parties agree that the School Committee should
continue to provide improved and diversified in-service training programs for teachers.
It is further
agreed that aid to non-tenure teachers, in their teaching performance, be included.

Professional growth or salary placement credit was usually

granted for such in-service training.

Very few of the

contracts contained strong statements on either the use
of consultants or visitations to other schools.

Comments from eighteen superintendents and thirteen
^

Ibid

.

,

p.

431.
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teacher leaders told another story
however. Several districts had strong visitation and
workshop programs even
though these programs were not
strongly defined in nego^ia v 6vl policies.
All comments were very positive;
the
majority indicating that visitations
to other schools,
use of outside consultants, and
in-service workshops were
important sources of new ideas.
It has already been pointed out that
the major im-

petus for change in an organization usually
comes from outside.
Outside persons help to overcome the
communication
loops that the members of an organization
establish to resist having their behavior or performance
patterns disturbed
by each other,

loops that tend to blame or chastise anyone

who "rocks the boat."

More specifically, a workshop run

by an outside consultant or by a team of outside
consultants
-and .district employees can lift teachers into what
Miles
o

calls a "temporary system."

The temporary system (workshop,

conference, game, temporary committee, etc.) allows indivi-

duals to think and operate outside the antichange forces
-.that

work toward stability in a permanent system.

Also,

visits to other school systems or classrooms can supplement
or add to stimuli that teachers receive from temporary sys-tems.

Brickell observes that "Among all the ways of learn-

ing about innovation, the most persuasive

is

that of visit-

O

Matthew B. Miles, "On Temporary Systems," in Innovation in Educat ion, ed. by Matthew B. Miles (New York:
.Teach ers College Press, 1964), p. 443.
~
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mg

a successful program and
observing it in action." 9
Of
course the qualification can be
added that teachers must

perceive both relevancy and success
in outside programs
before they will be positively
influenced; visits to unsuc
cessful programs or programs based
on resources or conditions that can not be made available
in a teacher's work
environment will discourage rather than
encourage attempts
at worthwhile innovation.

The three basic data sources for this
study indicate that the following recommendations
deserve consideration in formulating contract provisions
on consultants,
workshops, and visitations:

Because there does not seem to be adequate
recognition
° f the researched values of visitations,
use of consultants, workshops, conferences, and other
temporary
communication systems in present contracts, a district
should establish a continuing in-service training
program to acquaint all staff and school committee
memers with these potential values.
In coiicert with such
a training program, the employee evaluation
program
of the district should include a measurement
of the
degree to which each professional staff member utilizes
conferences (perhaps through membership in professional
organizations
workshops, and/or visitations to other
schools or classrooms. A district simply should not
ignore the research showing that the major impetus for
change in an organization usually comes from outside.
)

2,

,

Bobh research studies and responses from superintendents
and teacher leaders indicate that the use of consultants, sponsoring of in-service workshops, attendance
at conferences, and visits to other school systems or
classrooms can each be important sources of new ideas
for professional staff members.
Thus, the annual budo

Henry M. Brickell, "State Organization for Educational Change:
A Case Study and A Proposal," in Innovatio n
in Education ed. by Matthew B. Miles (New York:
Teachers""”
College Press, 1964), p. 504.
,
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J olnt councils

Thirty of the 129 Massachusetts agreements
filed

vath the National Education Association
for 1968-69 contained
provisions establishing one or more specific
joint commit^ ees

*

-*-

n

^

ne districts responding to this study,
such

provisions ranged from a general consultation
procedure
such as the following:
Three members of the Association and three
members of
the Administration will meet periodically,
at least
twice during the school year, with the
Superintendent
ol Scnools and a subcommittee of the
Committee to discuss matters of common educational concern.
to joint committees charged with more specific
tasks like

the following:

The Association and the Committee, through the Administration, agree to establish an Educational Needs Committee (E.N.C.) consisting of five (5) members; two
of whom shall be chosen by the Association (one from
the elementary level and one from the secondary level),
two principals to be chosen by their respective groups,
one member to be appointed by the Superintendent of
Schools.
The E.N.C. will consider proposals for
In-Service Training, Curriculum Committee Programs, and
Research and Development from individuals, groups of
individuals, and curriculum committees approved by the
Superintendent ... In addition to reacting to pro.

.

.

.

10

"Joint Committees Established in Comprehensive
Classroom Teacher Agreements," Negotiation Research Digest.
Vol 3, No. 7 (1970), p. 18.
.
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In the S6C0nd case mentioned
above, the school committee
agreed to place #25,000 in the
1969 school budget with at
least half of that amount
allocated to the support of research and development. As was
the case with joint council
provisions in most of the contracts
studied, the school
committee retained the right to
make final decisions. Joint
councils were primarily advisory
in nature.

The eleven superintendents and
ten teacher leaders
who commented on. joint councils
offered a broad range of
examples of use of such councils.
Some of these uses were

definition of educational needs, definition
of standards
foi

riK.ri t

Programs, forming of recommendations on
which

sabbatical requests should be granted, and
development of
recommendations on differentiated staffing. In
all cases

but two, comments were very favorable, indicating
that
joint councils were an important device for
improved commu-

nication or staff involvement in decision making.

One

super in oendent felt that the quality of work
completed

by joint study committees suffered because teacher
parti-

cipants were selected by the teachers' association rather
than by appropriate district supervisors.

One teacher

leader resented a joint study committee on differentiated
staffing as a method of "forcing" a new staffing approach.
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The majority of the joint
councils involved teachers working with
administrators and/or school
committee
members
Six councils did include
parents, and one included
private school representatives.
.

Three of the respondents
to the questionnaire described a strong system of
joint councils on the building
level, one of these cases
involving a student-teacher-parent
advisory committee. However,
the majority of joint councils were operating on the
district level rather than on
the building level.
In addition to joint council
programs, four superintendents and fifteen teacher leaders
commented on the
use of staff councils— usually
advisory groups of teachers
or administrators characterized
by a more homogeneous membership than joint councils. Examples
included faculty
senates
two districts, administrative cabinets
advising the superintendent, councils
of department chairmen,
and teacher curriculum committees. Two
superintendents

m

made negative comments about teacher councils
of this type,
one mentioning delays caused by a teacher
group and the
other observing tensions developing between
teachers and

administrators.

All other comments were positive, again

emphasizing improved communication and staff involvement
in change programs.

One teacher leader offered the unique

observation that a staff study committee "helped us bypass

administration and go directly to the committee."
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At the beginning of this chapter, the point was

developed that people are more positively inclined toward
changes that they have had a part in planning.

Experience

in schools offers us at least three other messages rele-

vant to the use of joint councils.
First,

in the words of John I. Goodlad:

In seeking to effect whatever educational changes
are deemed desirable, we should bring them about in
the school as a single, comprehensive unit. The school
with its principal, staff, pupil population, parents,
and surrounding cultural milieu is the largest organic
unit for change. For most people, this is the educational system.
It is visible, manageable, and concrete.
Move beyond the single school and you have an abstraction or, at best, a supporting structure
-

1-

.

Dr. Goodlad

1

s

comment is based on observation of and asso-

ciation with many innovative schools.

It indicates that

negotiators should not lose sight of the importance of the
individual building as they establish councils and other
groups to support decision-making processes in education.
Second, there are certain factors that seem to en-

courage development of trust among the members of a group,
trust that must exist before persons with different roles

can begin to work together effectively in a joint council
or study group.

Bridges describes these factors as (1)

familiarity with each other or a prior history of interaction,

(2)

perception of each other as persons capable of

relevant action, and (3) perception of each other as per1X

John I. Goodlad, "The Educational Program to 1980
and Beyond," Inno va tions for the Elementary Schoo l in the
IDEA, undated).
IDEA Reprint Series (Melbourne, Florida:
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ception of each other as persons willing to
act impartially 12
These factors deserve recognition as councils
are formed
and operated.
.

Third, rank-and-file faculty members are not
necessa-

rily as axixious to assume more decis ion-making
responsibilities as the demands of some of their association
spokesmen

might indicate.

For example, in a nationwide poll taken by

the Research Division of the National Education
Association,

more than three-fifths of the public school teachers responding indicated that they were satisfied with their present
level
of involvement in curriculum decision-making.

1

^

a small num-

ber of teachers, 1.1 percent of those responding to the poll,

even indicated that they were more involved than they wished
to be in making curriculum decisions.

Negotiators should be

careful about defining new responsibilities for employees
who might not want or have time for those responsibilities.

The guidelines that seem appropriate for joint councils are:
1

.

Comments from both superintendents and teacher respondents
support the research finding that people are more inclined
to support changes that they have had a part in planning.
The comments indicate that joint councils are a useful way
of involving teachers and others in decision-making pro12

Edwin M. Bridges, "Subjective and Objective Aspects
of Demands for Involvement " Adm in istrator 's Noteboo k, XVII
(February, 1969), published by the Midwest Administration
Center at the University of Chicago.
,

1

^"Teacher Involvement in Curriculum Decision-Making,"
Se condar y Curricu l um L etter, Vol. 9 No. 2 (1969)1 published
by Croft Educational Services, Inc., in New London, Conn., p. 1
,

.
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cesses
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this study.
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H® search indicates that trust among
the members of a
group is encouraged by members perceiving
each other
le of relevant and impartial Ie?fon?
“P?E
tte Precedent of making joint councils Ther^ore ’
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111
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“
*
m

^
4

.

J a rin

bee a us e perception of each other as persons
capable
ev ant action builds trust among members
of a group
f-an^ because of the general potential of
involvement"
the membership of joint councils should be
defined on
the basis of representation from any group
whose members will have their roles influenced by
implementstion of council recommendations
For example, on the
building level, teachers and administrators should study
building operation problems together, not separately
where they cannot interact in a way that promotes mutual
truot and understanding. Pa,rents should be involved in
a staff study of report cards; students should be
involved
in a staff study of school rules on pupil behavior, etc.
A contract provision calling for the careful definition
of responsibilities for any joint councils established
will make it easier to decide just whose roles will
be affected and thus from what groups council membership should be constituted.
°*

.

5.

Since observations in innovative school districts indicates that the school building is the functional unit
for positive change in schools, emphasis should be placed
on building level councils as the most effective loci
for designing change. Such emphasis also makes sense
within the context of research evidence that familiarity
with each other or a prior history of interaction encourages trust among members of a group.
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CHAPTER VI

fringe benefits

Fringe benefits include such items as health insurance; life insurance;

sick leave; personal leave; sabbatical

leave; unpaid leave; payroll deduction privileges
for dues,

annuity programs, credit unions, or income protection; faculty lounges; and parking privileges.

Implementation of

such benefits can add well over $2000 per teacher to the an-

nual operating cost

oi

a district.^

Therefore the objec-

tives that can be accomplished through the use of a specific

fringe benefit certainly need to be analyzed carefully to

determine whether or not the cost of that benefit can be
justified.
No attempt is made here or in the next two chapters
to provide comments on all of the fringe benefits, other

working conditions, or negotiation procedures encountered in
surveyed contracts.

Rather a few samples are presented with

in the context of principles developed in preceding chapters

samoles whose importance was indicated by either the quan-

tity or quality of comments from respondents to the study.

The fringe benefits mentioned most often by superintendents and teacher leaders were insurance, sabbatical
^"The ESB of Teacher Salaries," Salary and Meri t.
September, 19?0, p. 14.
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leave, and other forms of leave.

Other categories of bene-

fits might have been emphasized
in some other context, but
respondents seemed to believe that these
particular benefits
were important to adaptability to
change or innovation.

Insuran ce
Host of the negotiated contracts
reviewed in this
study contained provisions defining one
or more

forms of in-

surance benefits for teachers.

The most common provision

gave teachers the privilege of participating
in a group
health insurance plan with the employer usually
paying fifty
to seventy-five, percent of the cost of
individual or family

membership premiums.

A small amount of individual life in-

surance, $2000 or so, was often included with the
health

insurance package.
The nine superintendents and twelve teacher leaders
who commented on negotiated insurance programs were unanimous in endorsing the effect of such programs.

Health in-

surance in particular was perceived as making a contribution
to individual and family security that left teachers able to

concentrate on their work.

In other words, it helped to

prevent the job dissatisfaction that might be generated by

insecurity and thus became a positive factor in the recruiting and retention of good teachers.

Miller and Newbury cite a number of research studies
that confirm the importance of health insurance, sick leave,

s.d.ci

similar

f r insre
°

benefits

m
4

preventing job dissatisfaction.
As with teacher salaries,
such benefits do not
necessarily promote job
satisfaction directly. However,
programs that help employees
to avoid dissatisfaction
are
certainly a valuable
supplement to such motivating
influences as teacher
participation in decision-making
and employer recognition of
outstanding performance by
teachers.
Security and motivation
together build a better climate
for performance and positive
change than either factor
alone.
Observation of current practice
in contracts, superintendent and teacher leader
comments and pertinent
research studies support the
following guidelines on insurance benefits:
2

U

®® aa e research and comments
from
and ’f
teacher leaders show that the superintendents
security prodded bv
a
e
Srara
elpS t0 prevent job dissatisfaction and to allow
?
employees
to concentrate on their
\° ann
01 k, employers should
provide teachers and other emr0ns ln u rance program. Health in?
surance should
ld
a P rl,nar y Part of such a program
l
relationship
to such other factors as life
insurance, sick ±eave, and/or income
protection benefits.

^

m

2

*

the C0St 0f insurance programs and
other fringe
Ca am0Unt t0 a datively large
investment'"
?
each employee
and because research shows that insurance, like salaries, does not guarantee
job satisfaction; cost of the employee insurance program
should
be careiully analyzed and distributed
between emoloyer
and employees to reach the goal of a reasonable
degree
of security
concert with a reasonably

^
m

m

competitive
salary structure. An employer simply cannot
guarantee
positive motivation of employees by raising the
combined
cost oi the employee insurance and salary
package above
a level that is reasonably competitive'.
2,

Miller and Newbury, Teacher Negotiations

f

pp.

59-62
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Sabba t ical lea v
Eighty-three of the 129
Massachusetts contracts
filed with the National
Education Association for
1968-69
contained provisions on sabbatical
leave for teachers.
The most common provision
in districts involved in
this
study provided teachers with
seven or more years of local
service with the opportunity
to apply for a one-year
leave
at half pay or a half-year
leave at full pay subject to
school committee approval of
the study, travel, or other
activities proposed as part of
the sabbatical.
Three districts ofiered up to seventy-five
percent pay for a fullyear sabbatical. In addition
to defining the matter of
school committee discretion,
several districts also set a
limit on the number of personnel
who could be granted sabbaticals
any one year; often a maximum of
one percent
of the professional staff.

m

In general the twenty-seven superintendents
and

twenty teacher leaders who commented on their
sabbatical

provisions were extremely positive about the
benefits of
these provisions.
They felt that sabbaticals provided
staif memoers with an effective source of new
ideas.

Only

two negative comments were offered, one from a
superinten-

dent who felt that the percentage limitation in his
district was too inflexible and one from a teacher leader
who
3

"What Are Teachers Negotiating?" p. 27.

10 ?

lamented the fact that the
percentage limitation had been
reduced from two percent to one'
percent in his distrcit.
The general perspective of these
practicing educators is
certainly supported by the research
studies mentioned in
the previous chapter, studies
that indicate that innovators benefit from idea sources
and experiences outside their
everyday work environment.

Recommendations for sabbatical leave provisions
are that:
1.

2.

Because research and respondent comments
show
periences outside the normal work environment that excan be
important sources of ideas for innovative
educators,
each district should design and offer
supporcto a program of sabbatical leave financial
that offers profeosional staff members study, travel, and/or
research
opportunities.
The data sources for this study indicate
that investment
sabbaticals is a matter of investment in idea
sources, not primarily a matter of personnel
comoetit!°n among school districts.
Thus, it is a pragmatic
: act
that, while a limit on sabbatical opportunities
is a matter of financial prudence, five
years of local
service and an annual maximum of two percent of the
professional staff in larger districts (perhaps one
or two teachers in very small districts) would orovide
more flexibility than the seven year and one percent
limitations that are now so common. Two respondents
to this study mentioned t?ie need for such an increase
in flexibility.
The increase need not present a school
committee with any unacceptable financial problem as
long as the committee retained the usual disci’etionary
right to approve or disapprove each sabbatical proposal.

m

.

Other for ms of leave
Three other forms of leave" were mentioned by respondents to this study:

unpaid leave.

sick leave, personal leave, and

The majointy of systems were granting fif-
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teen days of sick leave per year with unused
leave often

accumulating up to a maximum of 100 or 180 days.

Two super-

intendents of the ten who commented on sick leave
described
systems of unlimited accumulation; one stating that this

had resulted in excessive expenditure of funds on sick
leave and the other stating that it had resulted in a more

conservative use of sick leave by teachers.

position

oi

The majority

the superintendents and four teachers who com-

mented on sick leave was best expressed by the superintendent who stated that "Liberal leave allowance

relieves

anxieties and encourages concentration on improvement of
program.

Ten superintendents and five teacher leaders com-

mented on personal leave provisions that gave teachers from
one to three days of paid leave per year for personal business, usually with the personal leave being charged against

accumulated sick leave.

Comments were evenly split in both

grups endorsing the flexibility offered by personal leave
but deploring abuse of the program by some employees.

As

one teacher leader expressed it for his district, "Teachers
take this like a Christmas present; this hinders the nego-

tiators from adding to the number of days."

Policies on unpaid leave were mentioned by four

superintendents and five teachers.

These policies allowed

school committees to grant absences for such events as pregnancy, service in the Peace Corps, and service in political
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or teacher organization offices.

With the exception of

one superintedent who did not state the
reason for his disenchantment, respondents endorsed unpaid leave
policies as
a way of adding more flexibility to a
district's total

leave program.

Unpaid leave can be used to allow worthwhile

experiences outside the school system for persons not eli-

gible for sabbatical leave and can encourage the return
of outstanding teachers who might otherwise not return
to
a district.

Each of the types of leave mentioned here is similar
to health insurance in having potential for increasing an

employee's feeling of security.

If sickness, personal

business problems, or pregnancy are minimized as threats
to a person’s employment status, possible causes of dissatis-

faction and distraction are being minimized.

Creative em-

ployees can then concentrate on improving their service
to students.

The guidelines offered for major forms of leave
other than sabbatical are:
1.

Respondent comments show that sick leave benefits are
similar to health insurance in relieving anxiety and
allowing teachers to concentrate on their work without
unnecessary worry or distraction. Thus, each school
district should create a liberal sick leave program
Reasonable
to supplement its health insurance benefits.
limits to the cost which, as one superintendent commented, can get out of hand should be established by
such standard practices as (a) granting teachers the
right to only fifteen days annually plus whatever unused days are allowed to accumulate, (b) setting a
limit on the accumulation of unused days with the school
committee having the right to waive that limit at its
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There are certainly other
desirable possibilities for leave
provisions, including those that
deal with granting leave
for death in the immediate family
or military service.
However this study is restricted to
possibilities mentioned
by respondents in relation
to change in
education.

'
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CHAPTER VII
OTHER WORKING CONDITIONS
Three general working conditions mentioned by a

significant number of respondents to this study were
professional growth requirements, the school calendar, and
working
hours.

Each of these was perceived as a factor that influ-

enced adaptability to change or innovation,

.

Professi onal growth
requirement s
Many of the contracts reviewed contained provisions

requiring that teachers earn six college credits or a combi-

nation of approved college and in-service workshop credits

during each three or four years of employment in order to
qualify for annual increments on their salary schedule.
Some of these provisions were qualified to allow recognition
of a broader spectrum of professional growth activities in-

cluding approved travel, publication of articles, training
of practice teachers, or chairmanship of a curriculum com-

mittee,
A majority of the eleven superintendents and all four

teacher leaders who mentioned their professional growth policies encouraged teacher contact with worthwhile sources of

stimulation for improvement in education.

This belief fits
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ths previously mentioned research
findings on the value of
idea sources outside a teacher's own
classroom and school

district.

The only problems mentioned by
superintendents

were attempts by teacher organizations to
eliminate profess j.onal growth requirements and resentment
of the requirements by teachers who were working mothers
Comments on questionnaires; research literature,

and observation of current practice lead

to the following

recommendations on professional growth requirements
1.

Both respondent comments and the general research on
the value of idea sources outside one's normal work
environment indicate that professional growth requirements encourage contact with potential sources of stimulation for. improvement in education. Thus, awarding
ox annual increments on the teacher salary schedule
should be conditional on teachers providing evidence
of. approved professional growth as well as" on the usual
evidence of satisfactory teaching performance.

2.

The common practice of defining professional growth
requirements in relation to a period of three of four
years should be continued because it does give individual teachers the flexibility needed to arrange growth
schedules that fit their personal convenience after
specific activities are approved by the superintendent
or other representative of the school committee.

3

Since research literature and practice indicate that
college courses are not the only valuable source of
new ideas outside the normal work environment the
common practice of requiring six growth 'credits in
a three or four year period should be accompanied by
a broad and not necessarily exclusive list of growth
options. A contract provision might stipulate that
the school committee or its superintendent has the
authority to approve in advance the number of growth
credits that will be awarded for such activities as
travel, publishing of articles, curriculum committee
leadership, design and/or management of new instructional programs, training of practice teachers, research,
work experiences while on sabbatical leave from school
duties, or in-service workshops.

.

,
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4.

in Chapter V, several respondents to the present study
mentioned the value of in-service workshops as a source
of new ideas
a source that can be specifically designed
to support the innovation plans of individual districts.
Because in-service workshops can be so specifically
valuable, enrollment in such workshops should be encouraged by considering growth credits granted for such programs equal in value to earned college credits for all
salary placement purposes other than recognition of
degrees. Where arrangements can be made with a nearby
college or university to allow teachers the option of
paying tuition and receiving official college credits
for an in-service workshop, this should be done to encourage workshop enrollment of local teachers involved
in degree-granting programs at the nearby institution
of higher learning.
,

T he school calendar

In a large number of the districts surveyed there

were no school calendar policies stated in negotiated contracts.

State regulations and long-standing customs had

kept the calendar from being an item that seemed worthy
of major attention in the bargaining process.

Many dis-

tricts simply scheduled the number of student days required
by the state and added a few teacher orientation or curri-

culum study days, at least for new teachers.
In the districts that did have negotiated calendar

policies, these policies varied from the relatively inflexible statement that the work year for teachers would be
no more than 186 days to a more open-ended statement such
as the following:

The professional school year for teachers shall consist
of four teacher days needed to meet professional responsibilities in addition to the required number of
student days as established by the State Department
days to cover
of Education, with an allowance for three
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any necessary emergency cancellation of school sessions.
Such days not utilized for emergency cancellation of
school sessions may be utilized for extended student
days in the best interests of offering to students
more than the minimal required instructional time,
or as professional days for meetings, conferences,
and other such sessions focusing on the professional
needs of the staff and the school system.

Also, several policies mentioned that teachers new to a

district could be scheduled to attend orientation sessions
prior to the beginning of the normal teacher work year,

usually to the extent of one or two extra days.
Table

8

shows that a majority of superintendents

who commented on calendar policies felt that these policies

hindered change while the majority of teacher leaders believed just the' opposite.

The major advantages mentioned

for calendar policies were a gain in curriculum planning

time over that available prior to setting of the policies

and an improvement in teacher attitude resulting from in-

volvement in deciding on calendar policy.

The major dis-

advantages were a loss in curriculum planning or orientation time compared to that available prior to setting of
the policies,

inflexibility in scheduling of work days,

and promotion of "what some respondents called a "clockwatching"

(

"calendar- watching" might be a more appropriate

label) attitude among teachers.

One superintendent im-

plied that negotiated calendar policies in his districttended to favor teacher convenience first and
second.

s

undent needs
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TABLE 8.- -Comments from
Superintendents and Teacher Leaders
rS
on Impact of School Calendar
Policies
on Change in Education
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convenience more than student needs, (d) fulfilled teacher
generating resentment among staff members opposed to
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?
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time prior to the opening of a school year
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clock-watchin^
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cur&
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,

teachers felt that calendar policies hindered
change
reducing system flexibility in scheduling work days,by
ormalizing a precedent that w orks against new calendar
proposals, or (c) promoting an unprofessional or
clockwaochmg attitude among teachers.
3

a

r

ihere is a lack

oi

published research directly rele-

vant to the potential impact of school calendars on change
in education.

justified.

However, some practical observations do seem

First, teachers like any other employees are

entitled to advance notification of such basic responsibilities as the work schedule or calendar; any failure to pro-

vide such advance notification is bound to result in the
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generation of misunderstandings and resentment.
as outlined in Chapter V,

Second,

teacher involvement in the de-

fining of a school calendar has the potential for generating
staff support of the calendar as well as for utilizing a

source of advice close to the students who will be affected.
Third, teachers do need planning time for maintaining and

improving the quality of instructional programs, and the
basic school calendar cam be arranged to provide some of
this planning time.

Respondent comments and observations from the present study provide the basis for these suggested guidelines
on school calendar provisions:
1.

While superintendents and teacher leaders perceive the
effects of calendar provisions somewhat differently,
the former identifying more problems with reduced scheduling flexibility; members of both groups agree on the
desirability of scheduling teacher planning time beyond the student schedule.
Thus, the annual number of
teacher workdays scheduled should be greater than the
number of student workdays, perhaps by one week or
In the same vein and in accordance with pracmore.
tice that is already common, additional orientation
time beyond that required for all teachers should be
scheduled at the beginning of each school year for all
teachers who are new to a district. New teachers usually have much more planning to accomplish than those
teachers already familiar with the operation of a specific district from their employment experience.

2.

In recognition of the need for scheduling flexibility
emphasized by several superintendents and of one superintendent s comment that teacher involvement in
establishing the school calendar can lead to a calendar primarily focused on teacher convenience, it would
be prudent for a school committee to utilize a joint
advisory council annually to recommend a calendar for
In keeping with recommendations
the next school year.
such a counin Chapter V
developed
councils
on joint
that
groups
the
from
members
of
cil should consist
'

,
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In closing this section on the
school calendar, the
author offers one more suggestion
on the basis of personal
experience.
ihis suggestion is that work
schedules for
specialists, clerks, and other personnel
who support the
Work of class ^*oorn teachers should be
carefully coordinated
with teacher work calendars to ensure
than an excessive

amount of planning time for teachers is
not expended on
clerical tasks or unnecessary delays.
Wo rking hours

A majority of the contracts from districts
involved

in this study included policies on working
hours for teachers.

The following example is representative of a large

number of such policies:

Classroom teachers shall report to their assignments
at least fifteen ( 15 ) minutes before the start of the
students^' day and except for properly scheduled meetings shall not be required to remain longer than thirty
minutes after the close of the students' regular
( 30 )
school day.
In some but by no means all cases, the policies included

an exact specification of the student day in terms of starting and ending times.
A smaller number of surveyed contracts contained

related policies on responsibilities of teachers for after-
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school meetings.

There was considerable variety
among these
meeting policies. They ranged
from general statements
that

teachers would be required to
attend a reasonable number
of after-school meetings to
specific limitations such as
a total of twenty-five hours
per school year for such meetings to statements giving
teachers autonomy
in this area.

An example of the latter

is

the statement that "Attendance

at all meetings after the school
day will be at the option
of the individual teachers.”

Eighteen of the twenty-two superintendents
who commented on policies regulating working
hours for
teachers

offered negative evaluations concerning
the impact of these
policies on change potential. Major
reasons given for these

negative evaluations included the opinions
that the policies prevented districts from scheduling
an adequate amount
of time for planning and coordination,
that they limited

system flexibility in scheduling meetings, that they
led
to a reduction in after-school assistance given
to students,

and that they promoted a clock-watching attitude among
some
teachers.

Four superintendents who offered positive eval-

uations of policies on working hours were pleased that the
policies in their districts established standards for a

longer workday than had been expected previously.
The eight teachers who commented on policies on

working hours were more evenly divided than the twenty-two
superintendents

.

Three teachers felt that such policies
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aided the climate for change by establishing reasonable
time standards acceptable to all.

Three others felt that

specific time standards in their districts promoted unpro-

fessional or clock-watching attitudes.

One teacher indi-

cated his pride in the fact that his association and school

committee had agreed that professionalism and not time
schedules offered the proper guidance on the teacher workday.

The remaining teacher felt that time standards in

his district were useful guidelines but too inflexible.

In the area of related policies on after-school
meetings, there was a sharper division between the opinions
of superintendents and teacher leaders.

Ten superinten-

dents expressed, negative evaluations of such policies while

only one endorsed a policy because it provided standards
that prevented misunderstandings.

However five teacher

leaders endorsed policies on after-school meetings while
only one teacher opposed such a policy because it

inflexible.

vias

too

In general, superintendents felt that limita-

tions on after-school meetings prevented their districts

from devoting an adequate amount of time to planning and,
in one case, public information (meetings with parents)

activities.

Teacher leaders felt that such policies helped

to prevent wasting time on too many meetings and to encour-

age better use of meeting time by building principals and

other administrators.

While survey studies show that there has not been
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any significant shift
in setting the length
of either the
student or the teacher
workday in the public
schools of the
mted S„ c .r.es
the past twenty-five
years, definitive
studies seem to be lacking
on what would constitute
an
optimum day for either
students or teachers. 1

m

Thus, school

committees and teacher
organizations must use their personal judgment in considering
workday alternatives,
this regard, it might be
well to recall the point
made in
Chapter V, that the individual
school building is the most
functional unit for change as
opposed to the total school
district.
Care needs to be taken to
ensure that systemwide workday schedules are not
so inflexible

m

that they ob-

struct change proposals in
individual buildings.

For provisions on working hours,
the following guidelines are presented:
lm
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responsibility for giving students extra help when
it
is needed.
To satisfy the apprent differences in perspective among teacher leaders and superintendents
the word "minimum should be emphasized.
Whether or
not a teacher goes beyond the minimum is an observation that can be noted in formal evaluation reports
without having to depend on many specific rules. Buildmg principals could be given the right to excuse teach1

'
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mentioned
by many superintendents
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Superintendent and teacher leader perspectives
significantly on after-school meetings. Both differed
perspectives carry a message.
In deference to the supers ntendents* contentions, attempts to define
minimum* or maximum limits for after-school meetings should
be avoided
whenever possible; it is difficult to formulate
any
district-wide provision that would be suitable for each
and every building throughout an entire school
yea>- in
a system of any significant size.
In deference to teacher
leader comments on wasting time, administrators should
emphasize use of voluntary staff committees a,nd ensure
that mandatory after-school meetings are called only
as needed and are carefully planned to be useful
invest.

ments of time.
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CHAPTER VIII

NEGOTIATION PROCEDURES
While this study was designed to suggest guidelines
for policies that might be pursued at the bargaining
table

and not to develop recommendations for the bargaining
process itself, some closing comments on negotiation
procedures

might help to place previously stated guidelines in a compi

enens i"v e perspective.

Tab3.e 9 offers a

summary of general

comments on negotiation procedures from seventeen superintendents and eight teacher leaders.
The comments in Table

9

show a split in the opinions

of superintendents in judging the general impact of nego-

tiation procedures on change in education.

This split was

evident throughout the study as some superintendents en-

dorsed the concept of more teacher involvement in decision
making and other superintendents decried such involvement
as

too limiting or too slow.

In most cases, of course,

the teacher leaders had a positive opinion about the impact
of involving teachers in district operation through nego-

tiation procedures.
A study of 176 school systems by Dr. Thomas Love

reaches the following conclusions:
1.

The evidence suggests that the establishment of
collective negotiation does enlarge teacher participation in decision making.
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9.

--Comments from Superintendents and Teacher
Leaders
on Impact of Negotiation Procedures
on
Change in Education

Aided
cornrTi ents
separate superintendents indicated
£
general,
negotiation procedures aided change by (a)
ing communication with and involvement
of teachers
proving human relations and/or staff morale,
or ( c J
better decision-making processes.

that in
improv(bj im-

defining

7 comments from separate teacher leaders
indicated that ne~
gotiation procedures aided change for the same reasons
stated by tne superintendents or, in one case, bv
stimulating improved use of an outside resource (the
state
teachers’ association being the resource).

Hindered
7 comments from separate superintendents indicated that
in
general, negotiation procedures hindered change by (a)
limit
ing system flexibility, (b) encouraging tension and
distrust
in an adversary relationship, (c) slowing the speed
of
change processes (or, as one superintendent expressed it
adding hours to his job), or (d) increasing the financial
problems of the school district.
1 teacher leader expressed the opinion that
the emphasis on
salaries in negotiations made it more difficult to secure
other funds needed to support change or improvement in
instructional programs.

B oth
3. superintendents indicated that negotiation procedures both
aided and. hindered change fox’ reasons given above.

2.
3.

The process of negotiation is primarily concerned wi th
the determination of personnel policies,
Educational policies are being negotiated but, in addition, non-negotiation decision processes are being
created for the involvement of teachers in complex
educational decisions,!

Thomas Michael Love, "The Impact of Teacher Negotiations on School System Decision-Making" (unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1963), pp. 171-185.
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Recognition of these realities adds
to the fact developed
in Chapter V, the fact that
people tend to offer more support to activities which they
have helped to plan. There
is then a strong rationale
for the existence of collective
bargaining in education. Bargaining
involves teachers
in

a way that can help to gain
stronger support for improved

service to children.

Gaining this support might well be

worth an investment of time and the
creation of stronger
limits on unilateral decision making,

me

question of limits on decision making is
a subject of constant debate in education.
School committees often
propose a management rights clause which states
that control
of items not negotiated is vested
exclusively in their
hands

and/or that certain items such as class size
are not negotiable,

teacher associations often propose a maintenance
of

standards clause which states that conditions of
employment
must be maintained at present standards and that no changes
in working conditions can be made without prior
negotiation or

consultation.

Of these two clauses, the maintenance of stand-

ards clause has the most direct potential for obstructing

change since it tenos to endorse the status quo.

Management

rights deserve additional comments.
In 1970,

the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental

Relations issued a major report on labor relations in government.

On the topic of management rights the Commission

recommended that:
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state labor relations laws should, provide
that
public employers retain the unrestricted right:
(a)
to direct the work of their employees; (b) to
hire
promote, demote, transfer, assign, and retain employees
positions within the public agency; (c) to susoend
discharge employees for proper cause; (d) to maintain
the efficiency of governmental operations; (e) to relieve employees from duties because of lack of work or
for other legitimate reasons; (f) to take actions as may
be necessary to carry out the mission of the agency in
emergencies; and (g) to determine the methods, means,
and personnel by which operations are to be carried on. 2
.

.

.

m

A statement of this sort is an attempt to face one of the

problems exposed by the relatively rapid introduction of

collective bargaining in the area of public employment.
That problem is lack of role definition.

To the extent that

negotiations on management rights clauses represent an attempt to face this problem, they are worthy of serious attention; particularly if the end result can be a rational

structure for continuous decision making, a structure more
flexible than debate over many specific working conditions

prior to the termination of each contract period.
It is logical to assume that contracts emphasizing
the definition of roles and procedures for a practical pro-

gram of decision making offer more flexibility for innovation
than contracts consisting of long lists of specific working-

conditions.

This does not mean that a school committee

should concentrate on defining its management rights but
does mean that both parties to bargaining should concentrate
p

"Advisory Commission's Conclusions on Labor Relations," E ducato r s Nego ti a ting Se rvi ce May 1, 1970, p. 10-11
of enclosure.
,
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on defining decision-making responsibilities
in some areas,

Undoubtedly,

school committees should and will retain the

primary responsibility for decision making.
of operation,

.

In other areas

the decision-making processes should and will

be shared or even placed primarily in the hands of profes-

sional staff organizations or smaller staff groups."5

The

smaller staff groups might be especially valuable in designing decision processes that have their focus at the level
where most change takes place— the individual school building.
Finally, these comments on negotiation procedures

would not be complete in the spirit of this study without

mentioning the possibility of worthwhile innovation in the

negotiation process itself.

Most negotiators are properly

in the habit of observing post-contract grievance procedures
to determine what suggestions should be made at future bar-

gaining sessions to improve or clarify personnel policies.
However, their analysis of the negotiation process itself is
much less conscious than their analysis of its products.

Beginning negotiators tend to adopt bargaining table procedures that are recommended by experienced negotiators.
a matter of chronology,

As

this means that most bargaining pro-

cedures in public education have been copies from procedures

Donald A. Myers offers a stimulating expansion
of this topic in his monograph Decision Making in Curriculum
This 1970 publication is available for
and Instructi on.
|iT7 50 from the Institute for Development of Educational Activities, Inc., Suite 300, 5335 Far Hills Avenue, Dayton,
Ohio 45429.
-^Dr.

12 ?

evolved in private industry.

There is no guarantee that

such copying leads one to the best way or the only successful way of bargaining in public education.

For example,

experienced negotiators from private industry and its labor
unions usually recommend strongly that all bargaining sessions be closed to the public; they offer some very logical

reasons for this recommendation.

Yet,

read the following

comment from one of the teacher respondents to this study:

While controversial and dangerous, our association this
year decided we would go along with the school committee
proposal that our negotiations be open to the public instead of in closed session. We took the chance and felt
it was worth it in winning the praise of the press and
in illustrating to the taxpayers our good will and concern for their town’s education. If teachers' demands
are reasonable, then the taxpayers have a right to hear
them and also to hear the reaction of the school committee to them. Also, the citizens must know of
In
teachers' reactions to school committee proposals.
the
demand
or
knows
is
the
all
the
public
most cases,
request and not the reasons or circumstances behind it.
Open meetings allow the public the opportunity to hear
the dialogue.

Innovation can occur in negotiation as well as from negotiation.

The basic recommendations offered on negotiation

procedures are that:
1.

2.

In keeping with the basic research evidence showing
that involvement can encourage support, negotiation
procedures should be perceived and used as a way of
involving teachers in educational decision making in
a way that encourages their support of district proPersons who do not share tnis perspective should
grams.
not reoresent either party at the bargaining table;
their presence might work against the gooci that collective bargaining might otherwise accomplish.

Because a maintenance of standards clause can make change
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more difficult and improvement of programs often
requires
change such a clause should be avoided in negotiated
contracts unless teacher organization security is
perceived as a more serious need than flexibility for
change in a particular district.
,

3

<>

A.

As an extension of the above guideline, a practical
extension as shown by Dr. Love's study of 176 districts
negotiated contracts should emphasize roles and procedures 1 or decision making over listings of specific
working conditions. This could help to avoid the inflexibility and time delays for changes mentioned by
several superintendents without excluding teachers
from the decision-making processes. Whenever possible,
these roles and procedures should be related to the
level at which Chapter V observations indicate most
change takes place-- the individual school building.
Such relationship need not by-pass the formal teacher
organization in a district if that organization establishes strong decentralized units in each building
in its own recognition of change realities.

Observation of actual practice, such as comments on
experimentation with bargaining sessions that are open
to the public, indicates that negotiation procedures
are open to experimentation for the pursuit of improvement just like any other phase of school operation.
School committees and teacher organizations should seek
opportunities to find more effective ways of working
together in the bargaining process.
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CHAPTER IX

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
The process of collective bargaining can have a

direct impact on potential for improvement in a school sys-

Negotiated policies can encourage change as in the

tem.

case of an agreement allowing the use of teacher aides in

differentiated staff teams or discourage change as in the
case of a very strict class size policy.

The purpose of

this study has been to formulate guidelines for negotiators

interested in using collective bargaining to facilitate
improvement in educational programs.

The guidelines can

be used in two ways:
1.

To evaluate policies already negotiated or established
in a district in relation to their potential for aiding
or hindering positive change in school operations.

2.

To provide the conceptual framework for designing detailed negotiation proposals intended to facilitate
positive change or improvement in school operations.
Three data sources were used in creating the guide-

lines.

These were a survey of negotiated contracts, ques-

tionnaire responses from superintendents and teachers in

seventy-one Massachusetts school districts identified as
operating innovative programs, and a review of research
literature.

This does not mean that the formulated guide-

lines cover all of the policy areas that might need to be

considered in pursuing innovation in a particular disiu ic

o
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the system of public education
in our society is not standardized to a degree that would'
make this possible. However,
the pi oce.-s 01 juo.ging the
potential of proposals on the
basis of experience in other school
systems and organizations is certainly adaptable to
policy areas not mentioned
in this study.
S ummary of guideli nes

Here is a summary of the major guidelines
developed
for the use of school committee and teacher
organization

negotiators
1.

Budgeting and Salaries
a)

Basic teacher salary
(1)

The "basic salary schedule for teachers should
be kept competitive with schedules in other
systems drawing on the same teacher supply
sources. However it is probably not useful
to raise the basic schedule above a level
that is reasonably competitive.

(2)

The practice of recognizing training and experience components in basic teacher salary
schedules is sound.

(

3

)

(4)

b)

Modifications or alternatives to the single
salary schedule should be introduced if district
leaders wish to reward superior performance or
to allow differentiation of teacher roles.
The flat, across-the-board approach to raises
in a single salary schedule should be temoered
occasionally by adjustments that help to avoid
distortion of whatever financial relationships
are desired between beginning teachers and more
experienced teachers.’

Ratio salaries for teachers
A district is probably more capable of adjusting to
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changing needs

and resources without the
rimiditv
of an index that adds
inflexibility to the relation
hipo within a basic teacher
salary
schedule.

c)

d)

Salary recognition for advanced
training
(

1

)

(

2

)

It is desirable for a school
district to offer
some form of salary and/or
tuition encouragement
U
fa
for advanced training of teachers.
If both tuition reimbursement
and salary schedule
credit are offered for advanced
training it
° n the basis of conscious
1°"?
acceptance of a
* duplex approach
which is bound to be
more complex and more costly than
simple salary
recognition for various degree or professional
growth levels.

()

Local conditions can make the attractiveness
01 the tuition reimbursement
approach vary
greatly from one area to another.

Ul-)

Consideration should be given to requiring
teachers to refund tuition reimbursements 0
}
they resign from a district within two
years
oi the time that they receive
such reimbursemenu.
At the very least, reimbursement might
be limited to tenured staff members
who have
had their study programs approved in advance.

()

Regular district; sponsorship of in-service programs coupled with recognition of credits from
such programs for salary placement might be an
effective supplement or even substitute for
tuition reimbursement in many instances.

(6)

Financial support for advanced training can
accomplish more if it can be related to a broad
range of professional growth activities including travel, not just to formal college courses.

Merit salaries
(1)

Merit salary programs can provide a positive
motivating force for employees primarily because
employees appreciate recognition of valuable
performance. Thus, it might be best to emphasize the recognition aspect rather than the
monetary aspect of any merit program.

(2)

A merit salary program should be accompanied by

an evaluation process respected by teachers.
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(

3

)

e lt p ogram should serve
as a supplement,
^
n? ^
^
not
a replacement,
for a competitive basic
I

salary schedule for teachers

(

(e)

(f)

4)

e

Reasonable standards for merit placement
should
lmpl ernen ted; these standards
should identify merit placement as an
attainable goal but as something more than
a level
tenured teachers can expect to reach
wiuh the passage of time.

Differentiated salari es
(1)

An alternative to the basic salary schedule
should be created in any district where staff
members and school committee members perceive
the single schedule as a deterrent to the
forms
01 differentiated staffing in which
they are
interested. There are some forms of differentiated staf f ing that might not be obstructed
by a single salary schedule.

(2)

Any differentiated salary program should serve
as a supplement, not a replacement, for a competitive basic salary schedule for teachers.

Extra duty pay
(1)

Extra duty pay is a justifiable investment
to the extent that it is needed to encourage
a level of extra-curricular activities that
local school authorities consider adequate.

(2)

Careful attempts to relate extra duty pay to
the actual work demands of different positions
help to generate positive teacher attitudes
toward extra-curricular duties.

(3)

Before proceeding down the path of granting
the fixed salary differentials that are so
common for a large number of extra-curricular
duties, a district should conduct a major study
of the goals and operational alternatives of
its extra-curricular programs.
Such a study
should be designed to generate decisions calculated to minimize such problems as the setting
of inflexible differentials that do not recognize
outstanding performance, excessive cost for extracurricular programs, and stimulation of resentment or a mercenary attitude among teachers
not paid for certain "extra" duties.
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Research and development funds

g)

(1)

r 0tS S * ould a r °P^iate
PP
funds
?n
=
to support
carefully designed researcn a na development programs
with personon
p
nel time, and materials.
i

annually
!muallv
,

(2)

When research and development
operated during the summer, a programs are
flat daily rate
ayinS teaohers should be avoided,
Alte?n?tive?
Alternatives ?
to such an approach include
relat
m
t0 6a ° h teaohel“'s school-year
P
salaiy
sa!arv and.
and ?n some cases, to the
quality and
ndiVldUal re8earch
develop ,, InT
proposals
i

m

(

3

)

P aCtiC

0f giving teachers some released
?
rom classes
for approved research or
development projects during the school
year
is worth considering as a
matter of economy.
However the practice should be tempered
by"
recognition of the fact that it subtracts^
from ^contact between students and
professional
stall members.

f?L
time

-

i

Program budgeting

h)

(1)

Every school district should offer a
thorough
raining program on planning~prograrnming~bud~
geting systems to its staff members and
school
committee members.

Parties to the bargaining process should begin
thexr discussions with a thorough exploration
of program objectives and alternative ways
of meeting these objectives, giving serious
cons id.erat i on to using the complete format of
program budgeting in bargaining— definition
oP ob j e t -iyes, analysis of alternative ways
9
of fulfilling the objectives
and selection
of an alternative and associated evaluation
scheme
,

i)

General budgeting procedures
(l)

Budgeting systems should be designed to provide
all proi es s i onal stall members with opportunities to participate in the process of fiscal
planning.
*

(

2

)

Budget documents should be arranged to facilitate both analysis and flexible operation.
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While program budgeting is recommended, it
is also recommended that each district prepare a parallel budget document arranged in
the more traditional United States Office of
Education accounting format; this will allow
each district to compare its expenditures
with those of other districts to a degree
not possible with the more individualized
program budgets,
3)

2.

Serious attention should be given to the possible impact that the initial salary thrust
of collective bargaining has had on other
budget categories in each district.

Teaching Load
a)

b)

Class size
(1)

It is desirable to avoid contract provisions
that set very specific standards for class size.

(2)

Class size is one of several teaching load
variables that should be measured and monitored with individual teachers to avoid unreasonable inequalities and pressures in a particular district.

(3)

Even though specific class size standards are
not set, a district should strive to maintain
a relatively high ratio of teachers to its
(Refer to later recomstudent membership.
mendation on pupil-teacher ratio.)

Number of teaching periods for secondary level
teachers
(1)

(2)

Districts should avoid very specific contract
standards on the number of teaching periods
for secondary level teachers and recognize
that the number of teaching periods is one
of several teaching load variables that should
be measured and monitored with individual
teachers to avoid unreasonable inequalities
and pressures in a particular district.

At least three factors should be considered^
certain
in evaluating the workload created by a
number of teaching periods. These factors
classes
are (a) the common average of five
or downupward
adjusted
per seven-period day,
or
more
having
schedules
ward in the case of
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fewer periods or modules per day; (b) the number of planning or preparation periods allowed;
and (c) the extent of non-teaching duties assigned.
c)

Plai ning periods
(1)

The number of planning periods allocated to
teachers should be considered one of several
teaching load variables that should be measured
and monitored with individual teachers to avoid
unreasonable inequalities in a particular district.

(2)

The common practice of providing an average
of one planning period per seven-period or
eight-period day is a minimum that should be
implemented whenever possible. Special attention should be given to the fact that such
implementation is often more difficult on
The options of a shorter
the elementary level.
pupils and granting
elementary
school day for
classroom teachelementary
released time to
planning
time on the
ers are two ways to gain
elementary level, provided in the latter case
that the classroom teacher is released only
if he is thoroughly familiar with the ways
in which he should follow specialists' presentations and that there are no classroom problems that would be best handled by the regular
teacher remaining in the classroom.

(3)

d)

Provisions on planning periods should be kept
first, by wording them
flexible in two ways:
there will be no
that
ensure
carefully to
administrators
prevent
would
restrictions that
that the
directing
or other supervisors from
time
to
time
planning oeriods be used from
interother
for conferences, observations, or
school
mittent activities designed. to improve
operations; second, by wording them to leave
individual teachers and the school committee
or its administrative representatives free
to agree to more unstructured planning time
arrangements for any staffing and scheduling
programs not anticipated in current contract
provis ions

Use of aides
(i)

aides,
In any district considering the use of
descriptions
job
it would be logical to develop
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for potential aides by establishing one or
more study committees (existing departments
might be appropriate in some cases) to identify the exact nature and extent of necessary
tasks that do not require professional training.

e)

(2)

Proposals for using aides should be based upon
careful work measurement studies that project
appropriate combinations of professional staff
members and aides. In some cases, it will
not be realistic to request a simple addition
of aides to the existing professional staff,
especially when it is planned to have aides
perform many tasks previously performed by
classroom teachers; the hiring of aides might
justify some reduction in the number of professional staff members in a district.

(3)

Contract provisions that supply teachers with
aides should not relieve teachers from the responsibility for all phases of school operation
from classrooms to lunchrooms to study halls.
Aides should be used to release certified
teachers from selected duties but not from
responsibility for the total quality of a stuIn this regard, aides
dent’s day in school.
should be assigned only to those professional
staff members or teams who desire such assistance and who have a specific plan for training, utilizing, and supervising the aides.

Other load factors
(1)

(2)

The use of a pupil-teacher ratio as a guideline
for staffing might be an acceptable approach
for a district seeking a simple but relatively
flexible agreement related to teaching load,
especially if it is coupled with policies encouraging the equal distribution of work among
available staff members. However, the word
''teacher” should be qualified to read "teacher
or teacher-equivalent" with the understanding
that in any approved differentiated staffing
project one or~ more aides may replace a teacher
in determining whether or not the ratio is
being satisfied; otherwise the ratio approach
can be a direct obstruction to one form of
differentiated staffing.

Teaching load formulas are best used as very
general load evaluation devices and not as
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hard and fast rules that eliminate desirable
scheduling flexibility.
3.

Structure for Decision Making
a)

Recruitment
(1)

It is desirable to establish administrative
procedures that encourage participation of
many different staff members in recruiting,
interviewing, and recommending teacher applicants
.

(2)

b)

District recruiters should become familiar
with research describing characteristics of
educational innovators and should utilize
these characteristics as general guidelines
in judging the suitability of applicants for
district vacancies. No contract provisions
that restrict the exercise of such judgment
should be negotiated.

Evaluation and accountability
(1)

Teacher evaluation programs should be based
on published standards and procedures, preferably standards and procedures that have
been defined in consultation with teachers.

(2)

Published evaluation standards should include
items that encourage participation in the
design, implementation, and evaluation of
experimental or innovative instructional programs
.

(3)

(4)

(5)

c)

Evaluation standards should emphasize teacher
use of specific objectives for student performance or behavior.
Teachers should be given exact copies 01 any
evaluation reports placed in their personnel
files and should be given the privilege of
filing written statements in reply to such
evaluation reports.

Evaluation standards and procedures should ex
are
tend to all teachers whether or not they
in tenured status.

Staff promotions and transfers
(l)

continuing inA district should establish a
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service training program that acquaints all
staff and school committee members with the
reality of the natural, organizational resistance to change described in research literature.
(2)

The right of the school committee to fill any
administrative vacancies with applicants either
from within or from outside its school system should be clarified.
School committee
decisions on filling administrative positions
should not be subject to the filing of a grievance by the teachers' bargaining agent.

(3)

A school committee should cause a notice to

be posted listing any administrative vacancy
that occurs, the date to which applications
will be accepted and the population that may
apply (outsiders, insiders or both). The posting should be accomplished as far in advance
as possible but without being subject to some
specific number of days.

d)

(4)

Vacancies in extra-curricular duties for which
reimbursement is paid should also be posted
as far in advance as possible.
Again, school
committee decisions in this or any other vacancy area should not be subject to grievance
procedures

(5)

An annual reporting system should exist to
allow staff members to indicate their interest
in possible transfers or new positions and
their qualifications for such.

(6)

The school committee should retain the right
to transfer employees without reference to
grievance procedure. Reasons for involuntary
transfers should be stated clearly.

(7)

Seniority should not be the deciding factor
in school appointments

Consultants, workshops, and visitations
(l)

A district should establish a continuing inservice training program to acquaint all staff

and school committee ’members with the potential values of utilizing consultants, workshops, conferences, visitations, and other
temporary communication structures. In con-
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(2)

cert with such a training program, the employee
evaluation program of the district should include
a measurement of the degree to which each professional staff member utilizes temporary
communication structures*

The annual budget of each district should contain funds for supporting use of consultants,
in-service workshops, attendance at conferences, visits to other school systems or classrooms, and use of substitutes to release teachers for the previously listed activities*
This should be done even if the exact nature
of the expenditures in these areas can not
be specified in advance.
e)

Joint councils
(1)

Joint councils are a useful way of involving
teachers and others in decision-making processes
.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Joint councils should be established only when
the groups interested in their establishment
can supply members who are willing and able
to expend the time and energy necessary for
productive operation of the councils.

While the precedent of making joint councils
advisory in nature might be reasonable, establishment of councils as part of a decisionmaking process should be accompanied by a sincere intent on the part of school committee
members and administrators to heed the recommendations developed by approved councils*
The membership of joint councils should be
defined on the basis of representation from
any group whose members will have their roles
influenced by implementation of council recommendations. A contract provision should be
established to require the careful definition
of responsibilities for any joint councils
that are established.

Emphasis should be placed on building level_
councils as the most effective loci for designing change.

4.

Fringe Benefits
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a)

Insurance
(1)

Employers should provide teachers and other
employees with a strong insurance program.
Health insurance should be a primary cart of
such a program in relationship to such other
factors as life insurance, sick leave, and/or
income protection benefits.

(2)

Cost of the employee insurance program should
be carefully analyzed and distributed between
employer and employees to reach the goal of
a.
reasonable degree of security in concert
with a reasonably competitive salary structure.

b)

c)

Sabbatical leave
(1)

Each district should design and offer financial support to a program of sabbatical leave
that offers professional staff members study,
travel, and/or research opportunities.

(2)

Five years of local service and an annual maximum of two percent of the professional staff
in larger districts (perhaps one or two teachers in very small districts) would provide more
flexibility than the seven year and one percent
limitations that are now so common; no unacceptable financial problems need arise as long as
a school committee retained the usual discretionary right to approve or disapprove each
sabbatical request.

Other forms of leave
(1)

Each school district should create a liberal
sick leave program to supplement its health
insurance benefits. Reasonable limits to cost
should be established by such practices as
(a) granting teachers only fifteen days annually plus whatever unused days are allowed
to accumulate, (b) setting a limit on accumulation of unused days vrith the school committee having the right to waive limit, and (c)
defining the school committee right to require
a doctor’s certificate after an employee is
absent for more than three days.

(2)

Each school system should implement provisions
that allow a school committee to grant either
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paid or unpaid leave at its discretion and
that grant professional staff members up to
three days of leave per year for personal
business. Abuse of personal leave can be
controlled by such practices as (a) charging
it against accumulated si 3 k leave; (b) requiring that reasons be stated for its use; and
(c) granting a joint council of teachers and
administrators, perhaps three of each, the
right to deny pay by a majority vote to any
employee whose stated reason for absence does
not seem to fit the standard of personal
business that could not be conducted at some
other time.
5*

Other Working Conditions
a)

b)

Professional growth requirements
(1)

Awarding of annual increments on the teacher
salary schedule should be conditional on teachers providing evidence of approved professional
growth

(2)

The common practice of defining professional
growth requirements in relation to a period
of three or four years should be continued.

(3)

Provisions should be stated to allow completion
of professional growth requirements from a
broad and not necessarily exclusive list of
growth options. A contract provision might
state that the school committee or its superintendent has the authority to approve in advance the number of growth credits that will
be awarded for any one option.

(4)

Enrollment in in-service workshops sponsored
by a district should be encouraged by considering growth credits granted for such programs
equal in value to earned college credits for
all salary placement purposes other than recognition of degrees. When arrangements can be
made with a nearby college or university to
allow teachers the option of paying tuition and
receiving official college credits for an inservice workshop, this should be done.

The school calendar
(l)

The annual number of teacher workdays scheduled
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in a calendar should be greater than the number of student workdays, perhaps by one week
or more.
Also, additional orientation time
beyond that required for all teachers should
be scheduled at the beginning of each school
year for all teachers who are new to a district.
(2)

c)

Working hours
(1)

Teachers should be required to observe ''minimum" standards of reporting to work at least
fifteen minutes before students and remaining
at least thirty minutes after students are
dismissed (longer in the latter case if elementary students have been dismissed early to
gain teacher planning time).

(2)

Any school district that aspires to a significant variation from the state and/or national
practice on length of student workday in one
or more of its buildings should implement this
variation through a negotiated contract proIn the absence of such a major variavision.
tion, it would be best to avoid contract statements that limit district scheduling flexibility.

(3)

6.

It would be prudent for a school committee
to utilize a joint advisory council annually
to recommend a calendar for the next schoolyear . Such a council should contain parent,
teacher, administrator, and student members.

Attempts to define minimum or maximum limits
for after-school meetings should be avoided
whenever possible. Administrators should emphasize use of voluntary staff committees and
ensure that mandatory after-school meetings
are called only as needed and are carefully
planned to be useful investments of time.

Negotiation Procedures
a)

Negotiation procedures should be perceived and
educational
used as a way of involving teachers in
their
encourages
decision making in a way that
do nou
support of district programs. Persons who either
share this perspective should not represent
party at the bargaining table.

b)

Maintenance of standards clauses should be
avoided
in negotiated contracts unless teacher
organization security is perceived as a more
serious
than flexibility for change in a particular need
district
c

c)

Negotiated contracts should emphasize roles and
procedures for decision making over listings of
specific working conditions. Whenever possible
these roles and procedures should be related
to’
the level of individual school buildings.

d)

School committees and teacher organizations should
seek and experiment with opportunities to find
more effective ways of working together in the
process of collective bargaining.

Implications for the future
On the basis of the guidelines presented above, four
su So es tions
study.

i

or the future are offered to close the present

First, it is recommended that a revised version

of this study be made available to school committees and

teacher groups in the form of an idea booklet, a booklet
of concepts that would be subject to modification by judg-

ments of local conditions and aspirations.

It is important

for negotiation proposals to be evaluated in relation to

their potential for improving school operations.

Studies

such as this one can make a contribution to that evalua-

tion process if they are distributed widely rather than
just filed in a graduate school library.

Second, there is an implication for state level

functioning inherent in the guidelines.

The research listed

in Chapter III indicates that there is no clear justifi-

cation for assuming that it is useful to raise a basic
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salary schedule above a level that is
reasonably competitive; good basic salary schedules
help to prevent

job dis-

satisi action more than they guarantee
job satisfaction.

Studies mentioned in Chapter VI indicate
that the same is
true for health insurance.
Thus bargaining for both basic
salary ochedules and health insurance
programs might best
be handled by organizations at the state
level, giving

district level negotiators more time to spend on
other
issues including merit and differentiated salaries.

It

is recommended tnat state departments of
education (or,

in Massachusetts,

the Advisory Council on Education) study

this possibility carefully.

Third, it is recommended that other researchers
§i ve

rflore

detailed attention in the future to some apparent

differences in the perspectives of superintedents and teacher

organization leaders.

While perspectives are quite similar

in some areas, superintendents generally raised more ques-

tions about the value of contract provisions on basic salary

schedules (single salary schedule format), class size, number of teaching and planning periods, transfer procedures,
the school calendar, working hours, and even the collective

bargaining process itself.

Since superintendents often exert

strong influence on the bargaining process, it would be useful to know the degree to which their questioning of cer-

tain provisions is stimulated by a more comprehensive view
of school operations and conversely by a desire for more
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autocratic management authority.

With teacher leaders,

it might be equally useful to know more
about individual

views and the way these views are influenced
by organiza-

tion goals,

for example, why do some of the teacher leaders

in the current study strongly endorse the concept
of merit

salaries when teacher organizations in general oppose
merit

programs?

Fourth and last, the suggestion is made that future
research be conducted to determine the validity of the

negotiation guidelines presented in this study.

These guide

lines were evolved from comments on past practice in school

districts and other organizations

.

Now the soundness of

the guidelines can be judged by observing the effects of

their use or of a lack of their use in separate school districts.

This would be the next logical step in the process

of building a reservoir of knowledge for using collective

bargaining as a tool for improvement of educational programs
The current study ends then as it began

— looking

forward within the framework of the common interest that
school committee members, their superintendents

,

and teacher

organizations have in improving school programs for youngsters.

The comprehens ive process of collective bargaining

can help in the pursuit of that common interest.
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APPENDIX

I

QUESTIONNAIRE
The questionnaire presented on the next six pages is
a photos tatically reduced copy of the document actually

mailed to superintendents and teacher leaders,

The original

questionnaires were duplicated on letter-size, green mirneograph paper for teachers and on red mimeograph paper for

superintendents

QUESTIONNAIRE ON RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROPOSALS FOR
CHANGE Aim NEGOTIATED PERSONNEL POLICIES

DIRECTION
1.

Please complete this questionnaire as soon as possible
and return it in the
provided envelope to
Ronald Fitzgerald
Superintendent of Schools
Chestnut Street
Amherst, Mass. 01002

—

Published results of this study will not contain references
to specific school systems.
Name(s) of school system(s)
4.

2.
5.
3.

Grades covered

.

Approximate

t<^tal

number of pupils

Person completing form
(name)

(position or title)
Does your school district have a negotiated contract between the school committee and a
teachers' organization? Check one:
no.
yes;
If "yes," what form of teachei:
organiation? Check one:
NEA affiliate;
other.
AFT affiliate;
NOTE: Pleasa continue to item ilb whether or not your district has a forcnal negotiated
contract

Have personnel policies in any of the following categories affected your school system's
adaptability to change or innovation in any way vzithin the past few years? Please list
and describe as many specific examples as you can identify for each category.
POLICY CATEGORY
NOTE: Please review
the categories
listed on each page
before you begin
responding to this
question.

SAMPLE ANSWERS
(These samples
would be placed
under the category
labeled "budgeting
and salaries.")

LIST OF POLICIES WHICH
HAVE HAD AN IMPACT ON
CHANGE OR OH PROPOSALS
FOR CHANGE.

DESCRIPTION OF EFFECTS OF LISTED POLICIES"
ON CHANGE OR ON PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE.
For each policy that you listed:
1. Indicate whether the. policy "aided"
or "hindered" change by circling the
appropriate word.
2. Describe how the policy affected what
type of change.

Bargained rate for
summer curriculum work
(2.5% of school year
salary) for each week
of summer work

Hindered
or
C^Aided'}
Has provided a stable incentive for
teacher definition of curriculum change
proposals.

Single salary schedule
related only to
experience and training.

C~Hlnriered J
or
Aided
Presented an obstruction to~differentiated staffing experiments in which some
teachers would receive higher salaries
for assuming managerial responsibilities.
Resolved by supplementary agreement with
.teacher organization, an agreement
allowing salary differentials for
optional experiments in differentiated
staffing.

Please continue to page 2.
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- 2

POLICY CATEGORY

LIST OF POLICIES WHICH
HAVE HAD AH IMPACT ON
CHANGE OR ON PROPOSALS
FOR CHANGE.

*•

DESCRIPTION OF EFFECTS OF LISTED POLICIES
ON CHANGE OR ON PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE.

BUDGETING

& SALARIES
(types of salary
schedules including
merit or differentiated roles; extra pay
for extra duties;
systems of budgeting
like planning,
programming budgeting;
schedule for budgeting;
etc .)

Aided

or

Aided

or

Rindered

Hindered

i

Aided

or

Hindered

/
t

appropriately.
If more space is needed, attach a supplementary sheet and label it

Plcasc continue to page

3.
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POLICY CATEGORY

LIST OF POLICIES WHICH
HAVE HAD AN IMPACT ON
CHANGE OR ON PROPOSALS

DESCRIPTION OF EFFECTS OF LISTED POLICIES
ON CHANGE OR ON PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE.

STRUCTURE FOR DECISION
MAKING
(teacher recruitment
procedures, transfer
and promotion policies,
teacher evaluation

Aided

or

Hindered

procedures, accountability programs,
building councils,
curriculum committees,
joint committees
involving parents and/
or students,
visitation programs to
other schools, use of
consultants, etc.)
Aided

or.

Hindered

i

Aided

or

Hindered

If more space is needed, attach a supplementary sheet and label it appropriately.

Please continue to page

5.
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POLICY CATEGORY

5 -

.1ST OF POLICIES WHICH
LAVE HAD AN IMPACT ON

jl
J

i
7

DESCRIPTION OF EFFECTS OF LISTED POLICIES
ON CHANGE OR ON PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE.

RANGE OR ON PROPOSALS
0R CHANGE.

FRINGE BENEFITS
(sabbaticals and other
leaves, insurance
coverage, etc.)

1

OTHER WORKING
CONDITIONS
(working hours, school
calendar, after-school
meetings, teaching
facilities and equipment, professional
growth requirements

Aided

or

Aided

or

Hindered

Hindered

Aided

or

Hindered

Aided

or

Hindered

etc.)

label it appropriately.
If more space is needed, attach a supplementary sheet and

Please continue to page

6.
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POLICY CATEGORY

LIST OF POLICIES WHICH
HAVE HAD AN IMPACT ON
CHANGE OR ON PROPOSALS
FOR CHANGE.

NEGOTIATION PROCEDURES
(membership in bargaining units, conditions
of negotiation, scope
of negotiations,
schedule for
negotiations, etc.)

OTHER

DESCRIPTION OF EFFECTS OF LISTED POLICIES
ON CHANGE OR ON PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE

Aided

or

Hindered

Aided

or

Hindered

Aided

or

Hindered

(any policy which docs
not seeta to fit into
one of the above
categories.

i

6. Do you have a specific suggestion for any policy which you believe would facilitate or
encourage one or more worthwhile innovations in public education? If so, please describe

your suggestion in detail.

THANK YOU.
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APPENDIX II
LETTER TO SUPERINTENDENTS
School Administration Offices
Chestnut Street
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
August 31 1970
•

Dear Fellow Superintendent
I am asking your help as I work on a doctoral study
designed to make a oractical contribution to education by
DETERMINING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NEGOTIATED PERSONNEL
POLICIES AND INNOVATION IN EDUCATION. This study has been
endorsed by the Bureau of Curriculum Innovation in the State
Department of Education. Your response is especially critical and valuable because your school system is one of those
with one or more innovative projects described in the
KALEIDOSCOPE publication of the Bureau of Curriculum Innova-

tion.

Would you be willing to take a few minutes this week
or next to:
1.

COMPLETE AND MAIL THE RED QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE STAMPED,
ADDRESSED ENVELOPE PROVIDED FOR THAT PURPOSE?

2.

IF AT ALL POSSIBLE, ALSO MAIL UNDER SEPARATE COVER ONE
COPY OF THE TEACHER CONTRACT NEGOTIATED IN YOUR DISTRICT?
(Even if the contract is not completely up to date, it
will be a very helpful resource for the study.)

advance appreciation for your assistance, I am
enclosing a random list of potential school committee proposals for your personal reference. Thank you very much.
l'n

Sincerely,

Ron Fitzgerald
Superintendent of Schools
RJF pi
:

enc
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APPENDIX III
LETTER TO TEACHER LEADERS
School Administration Offices
Chestnut Street
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
August 31, 1970

Dear Teacher Leader:
I am asking your help as I work on a doctoral study
designed to make a practical coiitribution to education by
DETERMINING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NEGOTIATED PERSONNEL
POLICIES AND INNOVATION IN EDUCATION. This study has been
endorsed by the Bureau of Curriculum Innovation in the State
Department of Education, Your response is particularly
critical and valuable because you are a leader in a school
system with one or more innovative projects described in the
KALEIDOSCOPE publication of the Bureau of Curriculum Innova-

tion.

Would you be willing to take a f ew minutes this week
or next to COMPLETE AND MAIL THE GREEN QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE
STAMPED, ADDRESSED ENVELOPE PROVIDED FOR THAT PURPOSE?
In advance appreciation for your assistance, I am
enclosing a random list of potential teacher organization
bargaining proposals for your personal reference. Thank you
very much.
Sincerely,

Ronald Fitzgerald
Superintendent of Schools
RJF: pi
enc
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APPENDIX IV
BARGAINING SUGGESTIONS FOR SUPERINTENDENTS
R. Fitzgerald

August, 1970

SUPERINTENDENT'S RANDOM LIST OF SUGGESTIONS FOR
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
1.

Management Clause
Include a contract clause stating
that the school committee retains the exclusive right to
set policies and regulations in all areas for which
specific procedures or limits are not defined in the
contract.

2.

Work Year

3.

W ork Day: Accompany salary raises with a new definition
of a minimum work day (for example teachers leaving no
earlier than 4 p.m. rather than 3 p.m.) to gain more time
for staff coordination activities. Require that all
staff members report for duty not later than two hours
after their usual starting time on snow days."

:

Relate salary raises to a longer work year,
one that includes five or more non-teaching days that
can be used for curriculum development and/or in-service
programs
:

11

4.

5*

6.

Differen tiate d Rol es and Salaries: Insist on the right
to pay up to $2,000 extra to teachers who accept special
leadership roles in experiments with new staffing patterns (differentiated staffing, team teaching, etc.).
Refuse to agree to proposals which would
Teachin g Loads
specifically limit the number or size of classes handled
by an individual teacher; rigidity in this area can be a
It would be more
serious obstruction to experimentation.
prudent to agree to an overall staffing ratio, perhaps
one that recognizes teacher equivalents (like aides - in
differentiated staffing programs) and not just teachers.
:

Define a policy stating that the school disBu dgets
trict will not assume financial obligations created by
any staff member who fails to comply with budget regulations or limitations defined by the superintendent or
Insure that teachers are required
his representative.
with financial implications for
proposals
to present all
:

_
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a particular budget year well in advance of that budget

year, giving ample time for unhurried bargaining and
hearings on the budget*

7.

Ognersh ip_.of Audio-Visual Mater ials
State that audiovisual material constructed on school time or with school
supplies materials becomes the permanent property of the
school system even if the preparing teacher leaves the
:

,

system.

Cur r i c ul um C omm i 1 1 e e
Require that all staff members
serve on one or more curriculum study committees.
:

9.

New Teache rs: Require that new teachers report two days
earlier than returning teachers for an orientation program.

10.

A c c oun tab i 1 i t y

State that departments and/or individual
teachers are responsible for submission of an annual report describing the degree to which students have
achieved previously defined instructional objectives.
:
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APPENDIX V
BARGAINING SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHERS
R. Fitzgerald

August, 19?0

TEACHER'S RANDOM LIST OF SUGGESTIONS FOR
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
1.

Manage ment Par ticipation: Seek the right to consult with
the school committee prior to its adoption of any policies or regulations on working conditions not covered in
the contract.

2.

Work Yea r: Seek the addition of five or more nonteaching days to the teacher calendar with a pro-rated
increase in salary to provide more time for curriculum
development and/or in-service programs.

3*

Work D ay: Set a maximum length to the required work
"day, one that sets a reasonable limit on the total number of late afternoon and/or evening meetings that a
teacher can be required to attend without extra pay.

4.

Differ entiated, .Roles _ and Salaries
Require that differentiated or other major staffing experiments be optional
for teachers already employed in traditional staffing
patterns, that no professional staff members be dismissed
to make such major experimentation possible, and that
salaries of all certified teachers in experimental programs be equal to or higher than salaries of teachers in
traditional programs.

5.

Teach ing Loads: Be sure that differentiated staffing
experiments do not simply reduce staffing ratios; seek
policies which guarantee that minimum ratios will be
maintained through the use of teachers and any mutually
accepted teacher equivalents (like several aides replacing one of the teachers in a differentiated team)

6.

7.

:

Seek an annual financial commitment to research
Budgets
and development grants equal to 1 % of the annual operating budget. Ask that grants be awarded annually on the
judgment of a joint council with significant teacher
membership.
:

O wnership of Video Tapes

:

Establish that, when a teacher
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leaves employment in the district, he may require that
any video tapes in which he appears be erased unless an
opposite agreement has been signed by him.
8.

Curri culum Committees
State that no major curriculum
changes will be approved by the school committee before
teachers who would be involved in the changes have been
given an opportunity to express their views on the
matter*
:

10,
9

.

New Teachers
Ensure that the teacher organization is
provided with time for a presentation to all new staff
members in the pre-school orientation program.
:

A c o oun t ab i 1 it y

Define a reporting structure that portrays department or team accomplishments with pupils and
avoids the use of pupil achievement statistics to compare one teacher with another.
:
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APPENDIX VI

FIRST FOLLOW-UP POSTCARD
A postcard with the following message was mailed to

superintendents.

A similar postcard concerning green ques-

tionnaires was mailed to teacher leaders.

September 14, 1970
Dear Fellow Superintendent:
If you have not already done so, could you complete and mail your red q uestionnaire on personnel
poli cie s and innovation by the end of this week?
iour considered response is critical to a study which
could be helpful to all educators in Massachusetts.

Thanks
P.S, If you need an
additional questionnaire, let me
know, and I'll mail
one at once.

Ron Fitzgerald
Superintendent of Schools
Chestnut Street
Amherst, Mass. 01002
Tel. 1-413-549-3690

.

1
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APPENDIX VII
FOLLOW-UP LETTER

Superintendent of Schools
School Administration Offices
Chestnut Street
Amherst, Mass. 01002
October ?, 1970
Dear Fellow Superintendent:

Information from your district is critical to the
completion of my study on THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NEGOTIATED PERSONNEL POLICIES AND INNOVATION IN EDUCATION. I
apologize for bothering you with another request since I am
certainly aware of the time pressures you face. However I
sincerely believe that the published results of this study
will please you and make your investment of time worthwhile
by providing you wi th a practical resource tool for collective bargaining. Can you find time to complete at least a
few of the points that you consider to be highlights on the
questionnaire?
Please let me know the status of the RED QUESTIONNAIRE
forwarded to you earlier by checking and mailing the enclosed
postcard. Thanks.
Sincerely,
Ron Fitzgerald
Superintendent of Schools

RJF:dw

A similar letter was mailed to teacher leaders with

the following postscript (using the word "association" or the

word "union" as appropriate) added:
P.S.

If you have left the presidency of your Local
Association since your State Association provided
me with your name and address, please do me the
favor of forwarding my material to the new
president.

1

6

APPENDIX VIII

SECOND FOLLOW-UP POSTCARD
A postcard with the following message was mailed to

superintendents with the letter shown in Appendix VII.

A

similar postcard concerning green questionnaires was mailed
to teacher leaders.

Di s tr ic t

CHECK AND COMPLETE AS APPROPRIATE:

have the RED QUESTIONNAIRE and plan to complete
and mail it by _____
.
HTdate)
Please forward another questionnaire to:

I

shall complete and mail
it by
•
( date)

I

(name)

CtitleJ

TaddreFsT
am sorry; I simply can not find
time to complete the questionnaire.

I
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APPENDIX IX
LIST OF RESPONDING SCHOOL DISTRICTS

An "S" in the parentheses after the name of a Massa
chusetts school district indicates that the superintendent
or his representative offered comments to the study.

A "T

indicates that the teacher organization leader from the

district offered comments.

Acton-Boxborough Regional District (T)
Adams-Cheshire Regional District (S and T)
Amherst-Pelhara Regional District (S and T)
Arlington Public Schools (S)
Attleboro Public Schools (S and T)

Auburn Public Schools (S)
Bedford Public Schools (T)
Belmont Public Schools (S)
Berkshire Hills Regional District
Braintree Public Schools (S and T)

and T)

(S

Bridgewater Public Schools (T)
Bridgewater-Raynham Regional District
Brookline Public Schools (T)
Concord Public Schools (T)
Dartmouth Public Schools (S)

Dover-Sherborn Regional District
Dracut Public Schools (S)
Easton Public Schools (S)
Fairhaven Public Schools (S)
Fall River Public Schools (S)

(T)

(S)

Falmouth Public Schools (S)
Fitchburg Public Schools (S)
Framingham Public Schools (S)
Gateway Regional District (T)
Greenfield Public Schools (S)
H am i 1 1 on-W enham Regional District (S and T)

Hampden-Wilbraham Regional District
Hingham Public Schools (S)

(S

and T)

Holyoke Public Schools (S)
Ipswich Public Schools (S)

Lexington Public Schools (S and T)
Lincoln-Sudbury Regional District (S)
Longmeadow Public Schools (S and T)
Lunenburg Public Schools (S and T)
Lynn Public Schools (S and T)
Masconomet Regional District (S)
Mohawk Trail Regional District (T)
Montague Public Schools (S)
Narragansett Regional District (S)
Needham Public Schools (S)

New Bedford Public Schools (S)
Newton Public Schools (S and T)
Northampton Public Schools (S and T)
North Reading Public Schools (T)
Oxford Public Schools (S)
Pioneer Valley Regional District (S)
Pittsfield Public Schools (S and T)
Quincy Public Schools (S and T)
Rockland Public Schools (S)
Rockport Public Schools (S)

Seekonk Public Schools (S and T)
Sharon Public Schools (S)
Somerville Public Schools (S)
Southbridge Public Schools (S)
Southern Berkshire Regional District

Spencer Public Schools (S)
Stoneham Public Schools (T)
Sudbury Public Schools (S)
Swampscott Public Schools (T)
Tantasqua Regional District (S)

Wakefield Public Schools (S)
Ware Public Schools (S and T)
Wellesley Public Schools (S)
We st Boylston Public Schools
V/estfield Public Schools (S)

(S)

We stford Public Schools (S)
Weston Public Schools (T)
West Springfield Public Schools (S)
Williamstown Public Schools (S and T)
Winthrop Public Schools (S and T)
Worcester Public Schools (S)

(S

and T)
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